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Research Question: 
 

 
Will a Telematic Music Performance system of synergistic, Digital Audio 

Workstations employing a suite of Latency Accepting Solutions, each placed in 

synchronous yet disparate geographical locations, support the Comprovisation of 

Pulse-based Electronic Music for a period of thirty minutes? 
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Abstract 

 

This research undertakes a practice-led approach to develop a Telematic Music 

Performance (TMP) system capable of supporting the synchronous Comprovisation of 

Pulse-based Electronic Music (PEM), between two geographically disparate 

performers, for a period of thirty minutes.  An extensive longitudinal analysis of 

previous research was used to identify and establish the dimensions of TMP and 

Networked Music Performance (NMP) infrastructure and methods, with a prime focus 

on selectively combining techniques to accept and overcome the main obstacle of 

network latency.  Upon completing of this analysis, a rigorous ordeal of design, 

experimentation and development of Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) and network 

connectivity was used to confirm the most suitable TMP environment to support 

interactive Comprovisation between the pair of performers involved.  Furthermore, 

two separate performances were undertaken in significantly different geographical 

locations to examine whether an increased distance between the performers would 

influence the impedance of latency, thus testing the chosen infrastructure, and to 

provide insight into the performer interaction.  Each performance was recorded and 

monitored to generate various metrics for further analysis in regards to the TMP 

network utility, the musical operability of the infrastructure, and the degree to which 

each performer embodied a creative Telepresence upon the other location. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction: 
 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

This research is concerned with developing a networked music performance 

environment with the capacity to create stable, pulse-based electronic music.  This 

involves investigating a network system infrastructure capable of delivering music 

performance data in near real-time across significant distances, and developing 

measures that counter the negative influence of network latency between performers.  

The intent is to enable each performer to interact freely with the other and in turn 

generate music that displays characteristics similar in kind to those found embodied 

within commercially viable genres of electronic music.    There are three main areas 

that will be addressed: 

 

1. Identifying the most suitable Telematic infrastructure to enable the 

synchronous performance of music between networked Digital Audio 

Workstations (DAWs). 

2. Establishing a suite of Latency Accepting Solutions (LAS) around a primary 

concept of a one-bar quantize function. 

3. Identifying processes to enable a unified state combining composition and 

improvisation (Comprovisation) within the network. 

 

To address these areas this research presents a practice-led, mixed methods approach 

by undertaking an extensive, triangulation of longitudinal, textual analysis addressing 
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numerous investigations into various approaches to network infrastructure.  Upon 

recognising applicable methods from previous research a period of extended 

experimentation occurred to refine and justify these options, whilst detailing the 

simultaneous building and development of a suitably integrated DAW infrastructure.   

Through this process the project endeavoured to manifest a network environment 

whereby performers freely improvise with each other’s musical ideas and in doing so 

develop and arrange pre-composed material into original song material, thus 

achieving Comprovisation within the intended musical forms. 
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1.2 Motivation and Background Statement 
 

The author has a strong history of professional music performance as a drummer, 

vocalist, guitarist and computer operator, for a period of over twenty-five years at the 

time of writing.  Over one hundred and sixty of the author’s compositions are 

registered with APRA (Australasian Performing Rights Association), and in addition 

to these musical exploits, the author has operated as a manager of several bands over 

the course of fourteen years.  Genres produced in the author’s performance and 

compositions include rock, punk rock, progressive rock, funk, acid jazz, reggae, drum 

and bass, electronica, orchestral and experimental.  Highlights involve the 

performance of the author’s composition Jazz-Latin Overtones by the Melbourne 

Symphony Orchestra in 1994, operating as a co-composer/performer for top the 40 

album Extremist Makeover (28-Days) in 2004, again with the top 100 iTunes rock 

album Beautiful in Danger by middle eastern progressive rock outfit Jericco in 2013, 

and the performance of over 3,000 gigs in Australia and overseas.  During these 

experiences the author founded the band K-Oscillate in 2001, spending nine years 

performing live Drum and Bass with a hybrid acoustic/electronic drum kit.  A detailed 

DAW set up was involved in this experience, a system that gradually evolved over the 

course of a decade, into a reggae producing grid-based composition platform, wherein 

the concept of connecting two such environments across the Internet became a focal 

point from 2014 onwards. 

 

As Internet bandwidth, computer processing power and software application 

functionality developed over the course of the last twenty-five years, so too did the 

investment of time from the author into experimenting and developing performance 

environments within the DAW.  Coupled with over ten years of music lecturing (eight 
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different universities/colleges) the scope and understanding of the music industry’s 

progression towards electronic-based, commercial music has been a distinct 

motivating factor for this research.  Upon examination of previous research and 

products of Telematic Music Performances (TMP), the author identified an 

opportunity to potentially manage the constant issue of latency whilst generating 

music capable of satisfying characteristics as found in commercially viable genres of 

electronic dance music. 
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1.3 Significance of the Research 
 

1.3.1 The Problem 

 

Attaining a real-time Network Music Performance (NMP) has been the apogee for 

innumerable musical, academic and commercial pursuits since the implementation of 

the Internet on a global scale.  Networking synchronous communications between 

musicians in geographically disparate locations has ultimately proven to be an elusive 

achievement due to the very nature of computational devices and their time expensive 

function of information processing and transfer.  `Latency’ is the term allocated to the 

inescapable delays or `lag’ that affect music generated in computer networked 

environs.  Considering rudimental elements of music, rhythm is integral across 

fundamental areas such as tempo, meter, genre type, song structure, motif phrasing, 

the presentation of harmonic progression, syncopation within the musical texture, 

motif development, and so on.  To understand how these barriers manifest, Robert 

Rowe asserts that the three stages of processing interactive multimedia are to firstly 

sense and transmit a representation of the performance (by either human or 

computer), secondly to have a computer program analyse the output and prepare an 

algorithmic response, and finally the resulting data is used to control the generation 

and playback of audio, video and other signals (Rowe, 2015).   Herein lies the 

problem concerning NMP systems, despite the ever-increasing capacity of computer 

processing and of bandwidth connectivity to the Internet, there remains the factor of 

time delay that interferes with the essence of musical co-interaction; either between 

human or machine.   
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Constant obstruction and interference of such an intrinsic and indispensable 

component of musical practice severely hampers interactivity between participating 

musicians.  In turn this imposes restrictive limitations to the genres of music lending 

themselves to be performed and generated in this field.  Bypassing the influence of 

this impediment, potentially enables any individual on the planet to create limitless 

styles of music in near real-time with any other (given they both have access to the 

internet), a potentially revolutionary outcome when considering the ensuing 

opportunities available for global human culture.   

 

1.3.2 The Solution 

 

Having identified the problematic principles within NMP systems, previous studies 

will be examined to discuss theories of latency and Latency Accepting Solutions 

(LAS), various soft/hardware infrastructures used, score formatting options and 

methods explored to enhance performer engagement.  The pursuit is to minimise the 

reliance on data exchange to reduce the influence of latency, yet heighten the 

prospects for musical collaboration between participants in a networked system.  

Jason Freeman postulates that “improved collaboration schemes will transcend the 

present state-of-the-art from `almost like being there’ to `better than being there’” 

(Freeman, J., 2010, p. 413-4).  By identifying the parameters and methodologies of 

previous studies on Telematic Music Performance (TMP), this research will decipher 

innovative methods that prioritise the commercial aesthetics of Pulse-based Electronic 

Music (PEM), whilst bypassing or minimising refractory latency constants to 

engender a satisfactory state of Telepresence via highly integrated Comprovisation.   
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This creative project will deliver a functional, grid-based DAW ecosystem that 

supports the improvisation of electronic music genres whereby all information used to 

initiate and shape the piece are capable of being harnessed and ported to various 

nodes within a networked musical environment.  To add a qualitative criterion, such a 

system must also generate music possessing commercial attributes.  The musical 

output of previous Internet connected TMP attempts were primarily experimental, 

quirky and distinctly lacking of the staple characteristics routinely found in 

commercially released electronic music.  Limitations inherent within these network 

architectures impinged significant influence upon the capacity for performers to attain 

traditional traits of collaborative musicality.  Accordingly, a series of approaches were 

required to allow musical elasticity within the performance, each enabling Latency 

Accepting Solutions within the infrastructure environment as well as providing a 

reliable platform on which to compose and improvise music (Comprovisation).  

 

A period of thirty minutes was the intended length for performances, set in relation to 

this being a short `set’ performance of modern electronic music as witnessed on the 

bill of any given electronic music event.  Achieving a TMP performance of PEM that 

embodies characteristics as found in commercially viable electronic music for a 

continuous thirty-minute performance, would serve to indicate the validity of the 

networked process used in this research for future commercial performance 

endeavours.  There will be two performances undertaken, one in a relatively close 

network connection (approx. seven kilometres between performers), and the second 

significantly further apart (two thousand and seven hundred kilometres between 

performers).  Two primary reasons justify this action, the first is to attempt to 

establish if a large physical distance causes a suitably increased degree of latency 

impedance, and the second is to accommodate for any singular, unique events of 
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network interference that may occur during a single performance but may not 

represent `normal’ network latency. 
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1.4 Structure of Research 
 

 Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
 

 The literature review identifies previous research undertaken in the three main 

contextual areas of this study, these being the historical development of Telematic and 

Network music performances, a study on the obstacle of latency and various 

approaches to circumventing this, and finally the dimensions and principles of 

Comprovisation within the Telematic musical realm. 

 

Chapter 3 – Methodology 
 

Chapter 3 outlines in detail the theoretical perspective, design and methods of the 

research.  Commencing with the definitions of networked music and the subsequent 

dimensions involved in this project (as highlighted from the literature review), what 

follows is an exhaustive series of justifications resulting from extended trial and error 

in pursuit of developing the most appropriate network infrastructure and LAS. This 

then informs the manner of approach and ensuing analysis of compiled data from 

multi-media recordings of the two performances proposed within this research. 

 

 Chapter 4 – Analysis and Evaluation of Results 
 

A brief qualitative observation is provided from the two performers upon viewing the 

compiled video evidence of the two performances, to highlight operability of the 

infrastructure and to identify the degrees of Comprovisation.  In turn various analytics 

of the performance such as performance length, Telematic infrastructure behaviour, 

performer action tallies and the role of LAS methods will be investigated.  
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 Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future Work 

 

The conclusion considers implications of the findings and demonstrates how these 

relate to the main areas of research.   Implications and future work will also be 

considered, including a brief discussion regarding potential applications of the 

technology. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

 

2.1 Context – Telematic and Network Music Performance 
 

The two fields of Telematic Music Performance (TMP) and Network Music 

Performance (NMP) have been the centre of attention in developing the realms of 

shared, synchronous, digital communication in both music and broader multi-media 

art forms for the last forty years.  Closely intertwined and often mutually beneficial to 

each other’s purpose, the following literature review will serve to identify their 

defining characteristics and integration into numerous performances and dimensions 

of research in a recent period spanning over forty years.   

 

Telematic Performance (TP) identifies a process wherein the transfer of data and 

performance information occurs over a significant distance by the explicit use of 

technology (Cook, 2015).  Conceived during the early years of ISDN telephony, the 

process, purpose and success of TP has been embodied across a broad spectrum of 

incarnations (Maes et al., 2011), with this narrative expanding exponentially upon the 

global implementation of the Internet.  Communication across significant distances is 

the primary utility of TP, exchanging information via technological means to manifest 

a state of `Telepresence’, a notion whereby one has the “ability to “be” in a place 

other than the physical location in which your body resides” (Manovich, L., 2001. pg. 

164).  Telepresence can be attributed to numerous activities of modern human 

behaviour, from a simple telephone call, to the vast options of Internet activity, the 

emergence of Augmented Reality technology etc., it could be argued to be a defining 
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characteristic of the digital age.  Focussing on creative pursuits that employ TP within 

this environment, one may recognise a dominant theme of Telematic Culture (TC). 

 

Roy Ascott, a pioneer in this field states that “Telematic culture means, in short, that 

we do not think, see, or feel in isolation. Creativity is shared, authorship is 

distributed” (Ascott, R., 1990, pg. 232).  Telematic Culture provides a medium and a 

platform to support the collaboration and co-creation of artistic ventures regardless of 

the geographical location of the protagonists.  If one concentrates on the art form of 

music and its manifestation within TC, we see a fertile opportunity for the exchange 

of ideas, motif’s and co-generated audio output occurring due to its relationship to the 

principles of musical interaction (such as one would experience during a traditional 

live music performance).  Chad McKinney notes that within TC, “programmers and 

musicians have created wildly different technologies and aesthetics, but all of them 

share the appreciation for the importance of collaboration, communication, and 

interaction” (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 8).  

 

It is within this culture that the opportunity for a Network Music Performance (NMP) 

(Carôt & Werner, 2007) may occur.  By definition an NMP is simply a `networked’ 

musical collaboration and accordingly could engage in either a Local Area Network 

(LAN) either through a Wi-Fi or cabled connectivity, or via a Wide Area Network 

(WAN) employing Telematic conduits. The latter will be referred to as Telematic 

Music Performances (TMP), as these “allow for performers to play music from 

different locations but in close temporal proximity” (McKinney, C., 2016, p. 34), or 

as prominent academic Gil Weinberg identifies, “live performance systems...[that] 

allow players to influence, share, and shape each other's music” (Weinberg, G., 2003, 

pg. 4).   It should be noted that Telematics often engages mediums outside of music, 
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most often a combination with a video feed either for performer-to-performer 

communication, or as a feature of the performance intended for audience members 

(Cook, M., 2015, pg. 13). 

  

Fundamentally, TMP is a human social construct transcending the constraints of 

geography.  In theory, each participant (identified as nodes within the TMP network 

for this research) retains the ability to apply musical influence upon their peerage 

whilst in turn reacting to similar, incoming influences to manifest an ongoing and 

symbiotic, group process.  As will be discussed in detail during the following section 

on latency, this social interplay attains its true ideal if undertaken in real-time, or as 

close to this as possible.  Hadju recognises such “real-time composition… as a 

“dispositif” in the sense of Foucault and Deleuze, defining it as a heterogeneous 

ensemble of pieces that together form an apparatus” (Hajdu, G., 2004, pg. 25).  As 

Mark Cook explains, “telematics commonly uses the Internet as a telecommunications 

medium which takes individual pieces of a complete artwork and brings them together 

to create a conjoined whole (Cook, 2015).  Delving into the primary elements of 

collaboration required to achieve success in networked music interfaces, McKinney 

recognised that “communication, embodiment, individuality vs. the group, co-

discovery, ownership, privacy, virtual awareness, technical friction, and graphical 

representation were all important themes” (McKinney, C., 2016, p. 114).   It could be 

argued that the dispositif inherent in TMPs embodies a broad spectrum of musical, 

theoretical, aesthetic, infrastructural and intellectual properties which, by their 

collective nature, will heavily influence any measure of output success. 

 

This complex group dynamic is intimately contingent on the infrastructure of the 

TMP system, whereby “the network nodes (the performing musicians) exert greater 
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autonomy or, by feedback, are influenced by the system” (Hajdu, G., 2004, pg. 29).  

Therefore, a TMP network is explicitly reliant on its own design for the ensuing co-

activity of the sum of its parts.  It could be said that the structure of the performance 

environment is directly responsible for the manner of music performance and 

therefore fundamentally influential on the eventual musical product.  For a system to 

successfully embody these dimensions it is a priority to manifest an appropriate DAW 

and network architecture that accommodates a rapid and democratic interplay by the 

parties involved (Knotts, 2015).  

 

Within a TMP environment there is a direct correlation between the environment of 

the DAW system employed and the eventual network interface protocol.  McKinney 

explains that “it is difficult to separate the study of live network music performance 

from the study of interfaces” (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 3).  The characteristics of one 

will influence the required characteristics of the other.  Cook identifies that the pivot 

point of whether to produce music of a synchronized nature or not, and how this 

becomes manifest within the Telematic interface, is of crucial importance and 

influence to the music created and the process therein (Cook., M., 2015, pg. 55).   

 

One may begin to contemplate the diversity and malleability of TMP infrastructure 

design upon considering the multitudinous degree of variables involved and the 

unique influence each will have on the manner of performance and musical output.  In 

such complex environments, there will be a heightened risk of generating unwanted 

system artefacts by the way of malfunction, incomplete data transfer, network latency, 

performer confusion and all manners of unplanned activity.  McKinney observed the 

fine balance between building a highly operable NMP and one that is doomed to 

become unworkable when stating “an interface with many bugs that crashes often 
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makes not only development slow but rehearsal and performance more difficult”, 

followed by, “the ambitions of the various network bands [researched] occasionally 

outpaced the stability of the software they use and produce” (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 

114).   It is common sense to acknowledge that a TMP system need be operable to 

achieve any degree of success, however a common trait across previous research 

seems to be the inescapable reality of random artefacts emanating from the networked 

environment.  Scott Deal, Professor of Music at Indiana University Purdue University 

of Indianapolis (IUPUI), was interviewed by Mark Cook regarding these issues and 

commented that such erratic behaviour is intrinsic with the technology of the genre 

(TMP) and therefore should be embraced, expected and accommodated when 

composing such music (Cook., M., 2015, pg. 81).  Warren Burt alludes to this 

sentiment when commenting that “the technology has to work, you have to have a 

relatively problem free performance in order for it to be successful… however there 

can be a successful performance where you learn by the way things were failing” 

(Burt, W. 2017, pers. comm., March 3rd 2017). 

 

2.1.1 Timelines of NMP / Telematics 

 

As indicated earlier, early Telematics and NMPs began occurring in the late 1970’s, 

initially as experimental and rudimentary operations reliant on closed networks and 

ISDN telephony systems.  The following chart is by no means an exhaustive list 

however it does briefly demonstrate the trend evolution of NMP/TMPs throughout the 

implementation of the Internet.  Various studies and the individuals/groups who led 

them are pivotal to the evolution of NMP.   
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Table # 1: Timeline of NMP / Telematic Performances 
 

 
Year Title/Type Format 

/Location 
Academic / 

Organization 
Resource 

1977 Mills College 
Performance 

Mills College 
U.S.A. 

League of Automatic Composers (Mills, R., 2010, pg. 11) 

1980’s Logos Foundation / 
ISDN 

Belgium 
(becoming 

online) 

Logos Foundation 
(design & use of analogue/ 
digital/hybrid electronic devices) 

(Maes, L., Raes, G.W. and 
Rogers, T., 2011, pg. 28) 

1980’s  The Hub / ISDN U.S.A. The Hub (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 20) 

1985 Deep Listening 
Institute 

U.S.A. 
(Telematic) 

Pauline Oliveros – Deep Listening 
Institute 

(Oliveros, P., 2009, pg. 434) 

1990 E-mail audio 
collaboration 

Online NetJam (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 21) 

1993 Initial Internet 
Performances 

U.S.A. University of Southern California (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 16) 

1994 E-mail audio 
collaboration 

Online ResRocket (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 21) 

1997 E-mail audio 
collaboration 

Online Faust Music Online by Sergi 
Jorda 

(McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 21) 

1996 Initial Internet 
Performances 

Switzerland University of Geneva (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 16) 

1999 Cathedral / 
Responsive 

Online William Duckworth (Duckworth, 2001) 

1999 WAN Study Canada McGill University (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 21) 
2000 CCRMA high speed 

NMP 
U.S.A. Stanford University (Chafe, et al., 2000) 

2002 Laptop Orchestra Tokyo Laptop Orchestra (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 25) 

2002 Virtua Ensemble / 
Browser responsive 

Network 
Control Data 

Jam2Jam (Brown, 2010) 

2003 peerSynth Online 
Instrument 

http://www.peersynth.de (Stelkens, 2003) 

2004 Drumstep / near 
real-time Iterative 

editing 

Online n/a (Bligh, J., Jennings, K., 
McCarthy, C., and Tangney, 
B., 2005) 

2004 NMP NMP via 
M4L 

George Hajdu Quintet (Ramos, F.L. & Manzolli, J., 
2003) 

2004  Auracle / NMP Online Jason Freeman, Phil Burk, C. 
Ramakrishnan and Kristjan 
Varnik 

(Freeman, J., Varnik, K., 
Ramakrishnan, C., Neuhaus, 
M., Burk, P. and Birchfield, 
D 2005) 

2006 Radio.electro-
music.com / single 

stream P2P 

Online Open User (Warren Burt) – 
software (PeerCast, SHOUTcast, 
Icecast and Nicecast) 

(Mills, R., 2010, pg. 188) 

2007 Net vs. Net 
Collective / SBP 

Online Net vs. Net Collective 
Feedback Delay Network (FDN), 
Master Cue Generator (MCG),  

(Mills, R., 2010, pg. 189) 

2011 Internet Ear / 
Networked 
Responsive 

Denmark Utzon Centre, Aalborg (Stellarc n.d.) 

2011  Otomata / SBP Online Batuhan Bozkurt (McKinney, C., 2016, p. 25) 
2012 Circuli / SBP Online Batuhan Bozkurt (McKinney, C., 2016, p. 25) 
2014 Flight of the Sea 

Swallow 
Telematic 

multi-media 
Blackhole Factory (Roger Mills) (Mills, R., 2016, pg. 68) 

2015 Glitch Lich / SBP Online Chad McKinney, Curtis 
McKinney, Cole Ingraham, 
Benjamin O’Brien 

(McKinney, C., 2016, p. 22) 

2016 Electric Guitar and 
Mouth Organ 

Skype 
France 

Venues: Atelier des Moles (Mont 
Belliard) to  

Personal Witness  
(See `Media File 1’)   
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In regards to the final performance listed in the previous table (see `Media File 01’), 

although a relatively low technology exercise, it was one the author witnessed whilst 

playing drums on a six-week European tour with Blues/Rock band Dirt River Radio 

in September of 2016.  Prior to taking the stage in Mont Belliard (France) at the venue 

Atelier des Moles on September 9th, an unexpected “warm-up” act consisted of an 

electric guitarist on stage in Mont Belliard, and a harmonica player located on stage in 

Bordeaux, approximately six hundred and forty kilometres away (FreeMapTools, 

How-far-is-it-between, 2017).  Their NMP interface was simply Skype, and as can be 

witnessed in the video, it is a low key, predominantly arrhythmic affair of loosely 

syncopated melody lines on the harmonica accompanied similarly, by harmony on 

guitar.  This was interpreted by the author as an example of readily-available and 

improved technology meeting the curiosity of mature aged musicians playing 

traditional instruments, culminating with an experimental TMP.   Perhaps a small 

indication that this manner of performance is gradually permeating deeper into the 

machinations of popular culture. 

 

In addition to those listed in the previous table, it is important to note that there are a 

growing number of TMP and NMP groups and associations globally, that are 

engaging in the rapidly developing software options and the ever-increasing 

bandwidth available to them.  Of interest are the recent introductions of the Web 

Audio/MIDI APIs (covered in `Browser and Server Based Options’ below) and the 

proliferation of browser based platforms that certainly seem to indicate the crossing of 

a significant threshold of musical interactivity.  The emergence of Soundtrap, an 

interactive, browser based music composition and MIDI sharing platform 

demonstrates the commercial viability for education and general use of this 

technology (Soundtrap, Homepage, 2017).   
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2.1.2 Terminology 

 
Table # 2:  Terminology, Acronyms, Abbreviations and Definitions 

 
Term Abbr. Definition 

Digital Audio Workstation DAW Local environment of audio soft/hardware. 
Electronic Dance Music EDM Broad array of pulse based electronic music genres. 
Pulse-based Electronic Music PEM Stable, staccato pulse in Common meter, accomp. 

By various synthesizer and audio activity.  
Telematic Music Performance TMP Music performance utilising telecommunications/IT 

to distribute data between two or more locations 
Network Music Performance NMP Incorporating a computer network into an ensemble 

based music performance. 
Alpha node Alpha Performer in this research (Master node - Ableton) 
Beta node Beta Performer in this research (Slave node - Ableton) 
Comprovisation CPV Computer based composition and improvised 

performance 
Open Sound Control OSC Networking multimedia devices/info for performance 
Application Programming Interface API A set of subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools 

for building application software. 
User Datagram Protocol UDP Part of the Internet Protocol suite used by programs 

running on different computers on a network. 
Wide Area Network WAN A computer network that extends over a large 

geographical distance. 
 
Peer to Peer 

 
P2P 

A computing or networking distributed application 
architecture that partitions tasks or workloads among 
peers. 

 
Max for Live 

 
M4L 

Modular programming language for music and 
multimedia developed by Cycling 74 (integrated into 
Ableton Live Suite in 2013). 

Server Based Performance SBP Utilising a remote server as a master node. 
Browser Based Performance BBP Where instruments are stored in a browser setting 

(e.g. Google Chrome with Web Audio). 
Ensemble Performance Threshold EPT Where network latency exceeds approx. 25msec  
Latency Accepting Solutions LAS Processes that accommodate for, or incorporate 

network latency. 
 
Hybrid Performance 

 
HP 

Network performers engaging in a combination of 
improvisation over, or adherence to, a loose musical 
score for the structure of the music. 

 
 
Floating Progressions 

 
 

FP 

Varying exchange of musical leadership within an 
NMP, in which one site initiates a change of harmony 
(for example), followed by the other site when that 
change became locally audible (Rowe, R., 2015). 

Digital Signal Processing  DSP Digital processing for audio signal operations. 
 
Integrated Services Digital 
Network 

 
 

ISDN 

A set of communication standards for 
simultaneous digital transmission of voice, video, 
data, and other network services over the traditional 
circuits. 

High Pass Filter HPF Variable EQ filter bias towards High Frequencies 
Low Pass Filter LPF Variable EQ filter bias towards Low Frequencies 
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2.2 Latency 
 

2.2.1 The Problem 

 

“Reliable, low latency audio output is a key requirement for interactive musical 

applications” (Wyse, L., Subramanian, S., 2013, pg. 19).  `Latency’ is the “duration 

between the stimulus to a computer event and the final production of that event” 

(Rowe 2015, p.87), with subsequent variations of latency referred to as `network 

jitter’ (Alexandraki, C., Akoumianakis, D., 2010).  From a musical performance 

perspective, the Ensemble Performance Threshold (EPT) is the point at which real-

time musical collaboration becomes impossible to maintain due to the interference of 

latency (Schuett, 2002).  Dependent on the tempo of the music being performed and 

the chosen format for scoring the musical events, these latencies exist above the realm 

of 25 milliseconds (Rowe, 2015).  Using the Internet as a medium to transmit data in a 

TMP subsequently presents constant network jitter and in turn a disruptive barrier to 

the fundamental rudiments of the music being performed.  Chris Chafe states, the 

“acoustical qualities of the Internet change music because it changes the physics, but 

also refracts differently our micro-time human abilities” (Chafe, C., 2009, p. 416), 

thus the “call-and-response interplay between human and [human]/machine are 

changed dramatically when there is a significant delay to the computer’s output” 

(Rowe, R., 2015, p. 87).   

 

Lonce Wyse draws a stark parallel between the inherent limitations of NMP 

infrastructure and resulting lack of uptake within commercial music sectors by stating 

that “as-long-as audio is susceptible to “glitching” because of a user-interface or 

garbage-collection [data queuing] event, concert-quality computer music performance 
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will be impossible on the platform” (Wyse, L., et al., 2013, pg. 21).  Latency is 

present within all network environments involving computers, however in particular it 

is the WAN TMP infrastructure where latency rises as an insurmountable hurdle. 

Such an impedance is an immovable barrier within an NMP, and attempts in previous 

research have failed to completely nullify its influence.  Notable examples are The 

Distributed Immersive Performance at the Integrated Systems Centre of the 

University of Southern California (Sawchuk et al. 2003) and the Net vs. Net 

Collective “a collective of musicians exploring the potential of high-speed networks 

as a real-time performance medium” (Chafe, C., 2009, p. 415).   

 
 
Utilising the Internet as a medium to connect musicians in real-time, across the globe 

has been a primary focus of NMP researchers for over two decades yet has at the 

same time ultimately proven to be an elusive achievement due to several inherent 

barriers and obstacles (Rowe, 2015), the prime culprit being that of network latency. 

Pauline Oliveros, a highly respected and active participant in this field for nigh on 

three decades, describes the situation as follows: 

 

“Latency is of course still a big issue in networked music transmissions. 

There are different levels of latency. There are many factors to deal with 

ranging from CPU power to fire walls, routers, coordination of audio 

and video and all manner of arcane information technology protocols 

and politics. I call it ‘head banging’, and have spent more hours than I 

care to count testing, checking and curbing my frustrations”. 

(Oliveros, P., 2009, pg. 435) 
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Having earlier addressed the implications of NMP/TMP infrastructure design on the 

overall workability and consequent influence on the musical output, it could be 

argued that all decisions made and consequent actions executed during the design and 

development of the DAW infrastructure will dictate a crucial influence on the 

resultant output latency of a given system.  Latency is the singular, most monolithic 

obstacle apparent across all research into networked, real-time music performance 

since the conception of the practice.  The problem is how to identify and refine the 

most appropriate matrix of design to minimise the impact of latency whilst supporting 

interactive NMP usability, and generating commercially viable, `concert-quality’ 

musical output. 

 

The answer may lie within the words of Oliveros, “latency though is a part of the 

Internet and can be used very creatively” (Oliveros, P., 2009, pg. 435). 

 

2.2.2 Latency Accepting Solutions (LAS) 

 

Across the considerable annals of academic research, innumerable ensemble 

performances and rehearsals, an apparently infinite number of variations in 

infrastructure experimentation and the tireless pursuit of what Oliveros terms as 

`head-banging’, only one plausible method of managing network latency has 

surfaced.  The result is a process labelled Latency Accepting Solutions (LAS) 

whereby overcoming latency may only be realized once users accommodate for the 

obstacle or explore how to creatively manipulate latencies within a musical 

performance (Tanaka, 2006).  A primary example of LAS is the employment of 

exchanging MIDI data in preference to audio or visual data via the Internet.  MIDI 

data is delivered in far smaller packages thus reducing the transfer payload, and such 
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transmissions are significantly smaller than that required with interactive multimedia 

connections (Rowe, 2015).  By selecting this method as a starting point, the 

obstruction of latency is somewhat reduced however it will require multiple LAS 

endeavours to gain a cumulative effect. 

 

LAS options are numerous and varied and are often customized within a given NMP 

environment to satisfy any manner of performance methods, geographic location, 

network and/or DAW infrastructure, ensemble size, the genre of music performed, 

specific scoring processes, or to integrate additional multi-media information.  Some 

notable examples include the works of Jorg Stelkens in his peerSynth software 

whereby he developed a patching system enabling the user to map network latency as 

a modulator onto various synthesizer parameters (Stelkens, 2003), and Andrew 

Brown’s jam2jam software supported real-time network collaborations by only 

exchanging control data to local and distributed ensembles (Brown, 2010). 

 

Recent developments Internet software applications have presented LAS prospects by 

employing the services of a web-based server exchange for regulating the transfer of 

musical information (in the form of clock, MIDI and OSC data).  DAW environments 

readily deliver and receive, to and from the server, the required controller information 

to create quantised music in synchronous locations to potentially embody commercial 

attributes.  A suitable online server platform could take the shape of `Artsmesh’, the 

brainchild of Ken Fields, “Artsmesh … is designed to manage presence data between 

logged-in users and make visible the online state of the music network” (Fields, K., 

2012, pg. 89).  Latency may persist, however third-party platforms serve to regulate 

timing calibration between contributing parties and further diminish the impact.   
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2.2.3 Browser and Server Based options 

 
 
Developments in the field of Web interfaces seem to herald an emerging epoch for 

NMP, as Roberts et al. highlight, “web browsers have matured, the tools available 

within them to create dynamic musical content have also progressed, and in the last 

three years real-time and low-level audio programming in the browser has become a 

reality” (Roberts, C, Wakefield, G, Wright, M, & Kuchera-Morin, J., 2015, pg. 27).  

In addition to browser based options, aligning the internal DAW control data with 

remote server dexterity “enables control of remote synthesis applications via a server 

application that translates the socket protocol used by Web interfaces into both MIDI 

and OSC messages” (Roberts et. al., 2015, pg. 27).  This reality is highlighted by 

Fields when he states that “networks have already had an obvious impact upon the 

field in terms of distribution and access, but a new stage has been reached as we move 

toward live global telematic performances” (Fields, K., 2012, pg. 86). 

 

At the core of the emerging browser based technology is the Web MIDI API platform, 

this outlines the protocol and procedures for “enabling web applications to enumerate 

and select MIDI input and output devices on the client system and send and receive 

MIDI messages” over an Internet connection (w3, Web MIDI API, 2017).  In 

conjunction with the Web Audio API (2011), this has enabled a broad variety of 

browser based musical interaction since its implementation 2015, with Google 

Chrome taking the initiative upon releasing Web MIDI API functionality in version 

.43 for Windows, OSX and Linux (MIDI, Web MIDI, 2017).  Batuhan Bozkurt’s 

Otomata (2011), Circuli (2012) and the Dinamoe Labs Plink are early examples of 

browser based NMP platforms (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 25) with more recent, Web 

MIDI/Audio enabled sites such as Blokdust (Blockdust, Homepage, 2017), 
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Soundation (Soundation, Homepage, 2017), Onlinesequencer (Onlinesequencer, 

Homepage, 2017) and the aforementioned Soundtrap offering interactive music 

platforms for composition, education, and simple sequencer based utilities (available 

as both free and commercial services).  Numerous applications and supporting 

libraries have become available via the Google Chrome webstore (Google Chrome, 

Webstore, 2017), although it appears the functionality of offerings is currently in its 

infancy.  JavaScript is the coding language employed in these APIs and 

"unfortunately, many browsers do not support Java by default, and others do not 

support it at all (including Safari on iOS)” (Roberts et. al., 2015, pg. 38) thus 

diminishing the accessibility of these services to the wider public.   

 

In regards to coding, another branch of NMP/TMP is the practice of `live coding’ 

whereby participants exchange real-time code scripts across various languages, 

platforms or sites, to influence the development of a shared, networked, musical 

piece.  “Stylistically, much of the music produced by live coding has aesthetic links to 

other electronic music genres, including musique concrete, electronic dance music, 

glitch music, and noise art” (Brown, A.R. and Sorensen, A., 2009, pg. 20).  The genre 

explicitly requires an advanced degree of knowledge in computational coding, this 

fact combined with the often-experimental nature of the musical output means the 

body of enthusiasts is limited, although nonetheless a pioneering and exciting pursuit 

that has yet to reach its full potential.  Notable researchers in this area include Andrew 

Sorensen, Andrew Brown, David Ogborn and Thor Magnusson.  Often the processes 

used in this realm employ the Open Sound Source (OSC) protocol, used to network 

computers, sound generators and multi-media devices, and this platform is often 

employed for server based TMP.  “Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol is how 
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musicians transmit local gestures to remote controlled interfaces” (Fields, K., 2012, 

pg. 89).  

 

Engaging a remote server to regulate and distribute NMP data appears to be a 

significant step forward in LAS strategies and, in conjunction with browser based 

applications, can deliver a process whereby near real-time, globally networked 

musical interaction may be attained.  In line with other developing technologies, there 

is a rampant proliferation of programmes, platforms and variations therein available to 

the intrepid NMP practitioner. Server based systems routinely consist of devices 

connected to an interface to communicate with a third-party server, wherein 

information is shared and exchanged with fellow parties in the network. Examples of 

servers include SuperCollider (McKinney, 2016), Artsmesh (Artsmesh, Homepage, 

2017) and Interface.Server (Roberts et al., 2015), each delivering a unique series of 

pathways for interaction.  For example, connections between devices running 

Interface.Server are “bidirectional, enabling target applications receiving OSC and 

MIDI messages from Interface.Server to send messages to connected interfaces and 

change characteristics of individual widgets” (Roberts et. al., 2015, pg. 34).  In this 

case the WebSocket application is used as a go-between for the server and the 

participant’s browser hosting the server’s URL address (ibid., 2015).  Roger Mills 

identified Master Cue Generator (MCG), a centrally located mechanism delivering a 

measured latency to allow engaged musicians a regulated platform from which to 

interact (Mills, 2010), often used with the audio sharing JackTrip application.   

 

Artsmesh presents itself as an outstanding server based system in that it offers a 

complex and comprehensive series of `in-house’ applications to accommodate 

Telemusic (TMP).  Services provided include establishing a profile, joining TMP 
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groups, routing and mixing options (MIDI, OSC, audio (JackTrip), visual media etc.), 

scoring capabilities, IPV6 utility, a shared metronome/clock function, opportunities to 

network with other servers and a platform from which to advertise to, and broadcast 

to, clients worldwide (Artsmesh, Homepage, 2017).  Once an account has been 

registered and IP address details entered, the Artsmesh system will automate and 

streamline connectivity for all future networked engagements.  “Artsmesh promotes a 

model of P2P or S2S (server to server) creativity, making it feasible for people to 

independently manage nodes on a flourishing World Live Web (WLW)” (Fields, K., 

2012, pg. 5).  The only apparent downside to this platform is that its availability is 

restricted to OSX/iOS (Apple) devices only.  
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2.3 Comprovisation 
 

2.3.1 Dimensions of Comprovisation 

 

Technological advances across the last fifty years have engendered innovative and 

unique approaches to music making, this includes advances in multi-track recording, 

audio sampling, digital sequencing devices, the emergence of the computer as a 

musical device, and of course the versatility of the Internet and the ensuing 

opportunities for TMP it supports.  Richard Dudas recognized that “for many years 

the notion of interactive composition and interactive performance has relied on 

combinations of recorded and pre-composed material on the technical side in 

conjunction with live and improvisational elements on the performance side” (Dudas, 

R., 2010, pg. 29).  At this stage the traditionally defined roles of composer, performer 

and even audio engineer are at question given the nature of interactivity required in a 

network environment.  Hajdu coalesces this merging by emphasising a term for the 

process when stating: 

 
“The majority of traditional roles from composer to interpreter (and even 

the public) are blurred, progressively evolving into intermediate forms 

between composition, interpretation, and improvisation, becoming 

labelled as, among others, `comprovisation’”  

(Hajdu, G., 2004, pg. 29).   

 
In addition to this concept, the group dynamics of network performance parallels how 

musicians are adapting to cultural and economic changes (using a laptop for 

composing, recording and performing for example), whereby the reliance on a pre-

scored format by current musicians is significantly reduced (Wyse et al., 2013). 
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Lonse Wyse et al. continue this theme by illustrating how Structural Compositionality 

is inbuilt to many computer systems with applications such as Max/MSP (Cycling 

’74, Max/MSP, 2017), whereby composition is achieved in a virtual space by 

connecting various `objects’ and devices, where larger building blocks are developed 

by using smaller ones (Wyse et al., 2013, pg. 15).  With respect to such Structural 

Compositionality, Dudas defines that there are two states of the composition-

improvisation relationship, “(1) -  composing an “instrument” that can be improvised 

upon in performance, and (2) improvising with tools in order to create pre-

compositional material” (Dudas, R., 2010, pg. 29).  In turn, Wyse and Subramanian 

elucidate the principle of Temporal Compositionality within NMP, whereby a 

“precise scheduling of events with reference to a common clock is necessary to ensure 

that temporal relationships between events desired by the composer or performer are 

not violated” (ibid., 2013, pg. 17).  If enacting these two principles within a closely 

synchronized TMP, acts of composition (either prior to, or during the performance) 

from one party will directly influence the ongoing actions of improvisation from 

another, and vice versa.  Thus, the state of Comprovisation may be attained. 

 

Comprovisation as a principle must be embodied within the infrastructure of the TMP 

DAW environment, from the individual audio samples, to poly-oscillator audio 

synthesis, the linking of incremental sound `objects’, and the fluid versatility to 

deliver data from one performance node to the other.   Dudas states that such a system 

“should not be designed to perform one lone task, as with a tool, but should be 

designed to evolve or metamorphose in the hands of a competent performer” (Dudas, 

R., 2010, pg. 30).  This concept will affect the music generated in a successful TMP 

system on factors such as the timbre variations accessible on any given voice in the 

musical texture, to the spectrum of effects applied at any given stage, the accessibility 
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of each musician to create and loop-record musical motifs and patterns, the versatility 

of song structure alterations and direction, and most importantly the ability of each 

performer to share and react to the each other in as close to real-time as is possible. 

 

2.3.2 TMP / NMP Infrastructure 

 

Gil Weinberg is a pioneer in the development of NMP infrastructure, notably stating 

that it is a musical ecosystem where “the network serves as a habitat that supports its 

inhabitants (players) through a topology of interconnections and mutual responses 

which can, when successful, lead to new breeds of musical life forms” (Weinberg, G., 

2003, pg. 23).  Ken Field decorates this principle with the observation that “network 

music can be distinguished by a host of novel scenario and terminology: timezone, 

presence, telematic, IPV6, port, traceroute, nodes, actor network theory, P2P, Jabber, 

E/O conversion (electrical to optical), packet and jitter” (Fields, K., 2012, pg. 87).  

The vast degree of interface, device, application and platform components available to 

the modern TMP practitioner in turn facilitates each environment created, to be a 

unique and customised manifestation with the potential to serve any specific detail of 

performance outcomes. 

 

In a scenario overflowing with the potential of multitudinous matrices and ensuing 

interactions there needs to be some simplifying of the structural process.  Following 

Weinberg’s initiative, it can be established if an NMP system is centralized or 

decentralized.  A centralized NMP would “be governed by a computerized hub 

responsible for receiving input from the participants, based on which the musical 

output will be generated” (Weinberg, G., 2003, pg. 43), whereas “decentralized 

networks allow for more complicated interdependencies and often the focus of the 
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music is exploring the ways that those dependencies play out” (McKinney, C., 2016, 

pg. 36).  In the understanding that an NMP may occur within the same physical space 

whereas a TMP most often will not (with the latter requiring Internet connectivity for 

this research), a centralized environment emerges as the likely option as it will allow 

for the WAN delivery of time-clock information to travel from one computer 

(Master/Alpha) to the other (Slave/Beta).  Furthermore, Weinberg’s NMP definitions 

progress to identify if the environment is either synchronous (real-time) or sequential 

(not real-time).  Indeed, to establish a true state of active Comprovisation, a 

synchronous environment will be required. 

 

LAS will be a fundamental component of a successful, centralized and synchronous 

TMP environment which supports Comprovisation.  Robert Rowe supports this 

premise when stating:  

“expressivity of an interactive multimedia system is directly related to its 

real-time operation: the aesthetic qualities of ensemble performance or a call-

and-response interplay between human and machine forces are changed 

dramatically when there is a significant delay to the computer's output” 

 (Rowe, R., 2005, pg. 87).    

By examining previous systems that employ LAS, a variety of software and hardware 

systems present varying degrees of success.  Of note is the DIAMOUSES Framework 

(Alexandraki and Akoumianakis 2010), a custom designed software and hardware 

platform for both performers and for music education.  Although it provided 

improvements with a significant reduction in latency, it also presents a unique set of 

limitations in regards to public access to both the hardware and software, integration 

across various operating systems, technical support and continuous upgrades for end 

users.  Michael Welzl, Max Muhlhauser and Jan Borchers presented the MINI system 
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in 2007, software that reduces MIDI information packages into even smaller, 

condensed signals that encode chords using a unique identification system and 

provides flexibility in data size using feature richness as a trade-off (Welzl, et. al 

2007).  Again, this process although effectively reducing the impact of latency, 

presented its own limitations in the form of accessibility and transferability of the 

software to other musicians. LAS need to be easily accessible and integrated within a 

TMP infrastructure to achieve their true worth, given the diverse and possibly 

numerous locations of musical participants. 

 

Communication has presented itself as a fundamental element of a successful TMP as 

observed by earlier by Chad McKinney.  Mark Cook identifies that this is often a 

gradual and progressive process which begins during the building of the 

infrastructure, that then continues through a rehearsal phase and finally during a pre-

performance sound check to ensure the voices of all parties are heard, understood and 

thus integrated into the system dynamic (Cook, 2015).   As a networked group 

practice beset by numerous obstacles, TMP will most likely evolve and realise its 

potential within an open and democratic exchange of an increasing number of 

participants’ ideas. This ethos was early identified by the numerous communication 

services embedded into the Artsmesh infrastructure.  Cook affirms open 

communication with his advice, “it is highly recommended that members of the group 

have a secondary method of contact other than the medium being used for 

performing” (Cook, M., 2015, pg. 60).  Complex TMP environments may be exposed 

to critical failures of networked information exchange, local system operation and 

human error (particularly during creative pursuit), thus a conduit of communication 

outside of the infrastructure is a logical avenue for maintaining a performance. 
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2.3.3 Interaction in Telematic Music Performances  

 

Upon identifying the communicative requirements of interactive networks present in a 

TMP, an infrastructure supporting clear and versatile, human/computer interaction 

between all participants is a crucial ideal to uphold.  At the core of this scenario is a 

concept addressed by Carla Scaletti when referring to evolutionary anthropologist 

Robin Dunbar’s `social brain’ theory, that the “human neocortex evolved in response 

to the complexity of maintaining social networks and predicting the actions and 

intentions of other individuals in a social group” (Scaletti, C., 2016, pg. 12).  A 

musical performer Comprovising while immersed in a TMP network will be exposed 

to a wide freedom of expressive musical avenues, and likewise a potentially limitless 

degree of anticipation regarding the musical initiatives delivered from their unseen 

counterparts.   

 

Shelly Knotts, in her research entitled `Changing Music’s Constitution: Network 

Music and Radical Democratization’ contrasts this supposition when stating that “one 

can see the antithesis in clearly hierarchical structures such as the symphony 

orchestra” (Knotts, S., 2015, pg. 48).  The latter has a clearly defined relationship 

between composer (notating performance routine in minute detail), conductor (a 

singular entity commanding a defined interpretation of the score) and the orchestra 

(obediently and directly responding to the specific cues of the conductor).  A 

successful TMP must transcend this behaviour by delivering an environment 

engendering autonomous creative input, while supporting a “telematic presence, and 

the characteristics and degree to which one experiences existential qualities of 

engagement with the virtual presence of others” (Mills, R., 2014, pg. 28). 
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On the infrastructure and interactions in network music, Knotts continues: 

 

“In practice, sharing opinions in real time and designing performance-

ready consensus-forming mechanisms mean that the hierarchy of decision-

making seen in other ensemble structures is not vital to ensuring musical 

coherence. Performers can act autonomously but mediate their actions 

according to real-time feedback from their collaborators.” 

(Knotts, S., 2015, pg. 50) 

 

This concept outlines the Telematic ideals required for Comprovisation.  Considering 

the role of a centralized computer as presented by Weinberg, Hadju infers that the 

traditional role of a conductor may be substituted in TMP environments by such a 

processor as it “calculates the music according to prescribed rules, [and] conveys the 

data in the form of notation by means of network protocols to the musician’s 

computers” (Hajdu, G., 2016, pg. 29).  Essential `rules’ in this research would be the 

regulating of a shared tempo, and the use of bar-length structural development to 

create Pulse-based Electronic Music (PEM). If this concept is applied to the 

computational dynamics as defined by Dudas and Wyse, such rules and network 

protocols may include MIDI or OSC data driven by any multitude of ‘objects’ within 

the environment. 

 

TMP Comprovised interaction will be best achieved by developing what Weinberg 

labelled a `Bridge Approach’, a system that connects distanced players to facilitate 

musical performance and improvising as if located in the same space (Mills, 2005).   

With a centralized, synchronous network involving a Master computer to perform 

traditional `conductor’ roles across a system employing the Bridge Approach, a 
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further question appears of what conduits of communication will each performer 

share? 

 

It is apparent that communication within the group is common and integral to 

successful performances (Knotts, 2015), however Mills raises queries of significant 

worth regarding the dimensions of Telepresence, an existential presence unique to 

TMP systems.  He argues that a “dislocated telematic experience can provide 

opportunities for a greater interactive focus within the sound space itself, undistracted 

by co-located corporeal engagement with other musicians” (Mills, R.H., 2014, pg. 

55), further explaining how this musical experience relates to one had by a musician 

when isolated and focussed in a recording studio.  Extending on this concept Mills 

argues that within a TMP “the significance of presence is perceived in the 

interpretation of actions in sound, rather than communicated through facial 

expressions, or gestures in a video stream” (ibid., 2014, pg. 55).  Given the propensity 

for most TMP to indulge with various forms of multi-media, some specifically for 

performer communication, this presents a valid counter-argument for musicians to 

play purely for music’s sake. 

 

Finally, Mark Cook discusses the degrees of contribution within a TMP system when 

considering the roles and input of performers and audience members.  Each performer 

is at any given time both a contributor and a perceiver to the other’s musical input.  

Include into this dynamic the potential for grand geographical distances in the 

performance `space’ and the pre-composed nature of the computer-networked musical 

environment, then the distinct performer/audience division dilutes.   Roy Ascott 

argues that an audience is essential to give performers a purpose in any Telematic 

experience (Ascott, 1990), whereas Cook asks, “to what degree is a contribution 
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necessary before it can be considered participation?” (Cook, M., 2015, pg. 22-23).  If 

Telepresence is factored into this TMP network debate, it could be argued that the 

audience themselves will remotely influence performers, who in turn are an audience. 

 

2.3.4 Score Format 

 

The principles addressed thus far demonstrate the factors that two or more performers 

in remote locations may encounter when attempting a TMP.  The primary barrier is 

latency, dependent on the infrastructures employed to minimise this impedance, the 

score format (process of instruction for the performer) may in turn be altered or 

uniquely designed as part of LAS.  If traditional score notation is presented to 

performers, it has been observed as impossible for synchronisation to occur due to the 

barrier of latency, therefore flexibility needs to be inbuilt as an LAS to allow for any 

cohesive musical output.   

 

In previous research taken by Jason Freeman regarding his performances of `Graph 

Theory’ (2006) and `Piano Etudes’ (2009), he identifies each as `Hybrid 

Performances’ (Freeman, 2010).  These Hybrid Performances can be defined as 

engaging a combination of either “improvisation systems combining webcast 

streaming with real-time participants to create a telepresence environment for online 

users, while composition systems seek online participation in advance of a concert 

performance” (Freeman, J., 2010, p. 153-4).  This is a definitive and unique option of 

scoring music afforded only by the options that TMP provides. 

 

Rowe outlines a highly effective LAS process discovered during performances of 

`The Technophobe & The Madman’, a collaborative work that pioneered 
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simultaneous performance across two locations by streaming six channels of video 

and twelve channels of audio, and over time the realities of distributed performance 

had a profound effect on the piece as it was performed (Rowe, 2015).  That the 

medium through which a musical performance is being delivered may have an 

evolutionary impact on the structure, form and musical rudiments employed over 

time, indicates the pivotal function of score format in the NMP realm. Rowe 

distinguishes the use of “floating progressions: a continuously varying trade-off of 

leadership in which one site would initiate a change of harmony (for example), 

followed by the other site when that change became locally audible” (Rowe, R., 2015, 

p. 94).  Floating Progressions (FP) are an excellent process of LAS and may well 

prove to be a defining character of NMP.  That a performer’s improvisation may be 

used to function as LAS must be considered for any music scripting process and thus 

will be a contingent characteristic of NMP. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 

 
 

3.1 Introduction / Overview 
 

The three main areas of focus for this research are the creation of a sophisticated 

Telematic Music Performance (TMP) system, the employment of a suite of Latency 

Accepting Solutions (LAS) built around a primary concept of a one-bar quantize 

function, and finally to facilitate an environment whereby participants are enabled to 

achieve the state of Comprovisation.  Factors undertaken to achieve this outcome are 

numerous and detailed, requiring considerable academic research and ongoing 

experimentation regarding software, network and hardware infrastructure.  Ken Fields 

illustrates the complexities within network music, stating it “impels experimentation 

with musical strategies that address the phenomenon of disjunct chronotopic (literally 

time/space) frames” (Fields, K., 2012, pg. 86).  However, the rewards of such a 

venture have been outlined by Gil Weinberg’s `2nd Challenge’, as “enhancing the 

inherent social attributes of music making by connecting to and intensifying the roots 

of music as a collaborative social ritual” (Weinberg, 2003, pg. 4). 

 

The intended music performed will be that of Pulse-based Electronic Music (PEM), a 

style requiring an environment able to transcend the impedance of network latency, 

and a style that possesses qualities and characteristics as found in multiple genres of 

commercially viable electronic music.  DAW infrastructure will consist of computer 

driven audio software fed by two MIDI controller surfaces to operate an intricate and 

interactive, grid based composition process across a WAN, by using a duplex system 

of near-identical DAWs sending each other complimentary data.  With respect to 

Weinberg’s pioneering research, this musical network will be a centralized and 
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synchronous affair (Weinberg, 2003), with one of the two computers operating as 

Master (Alpha), the other as Slave (Beta), and both in synchronous interaction (note: 

the two TMP nodes will be referred to as Alpha and Beta from this point forward).   

 

MIDI data will be the only information shared between the two nodes of the 

performance network, in the pursuit of minimising the effect of latency and attaining 

an influential Telepresence for either performer.  The Internet is the WAN medium 

and all attempts will be made to minimize a reliance on 3rd party software with the 

objective of simplifying the pathways of data exchange.  Once enabled, two 

performances will take place with the aim of recognizing if significant geographical 

distance will compound interference within the TMP environment, and to provide 

evidence of Comprovisational characteristics by comparing an analysis of the musical 

activities for each performance. 

 

A suite of LAS will be embedded both within the TMP infrastructure and within the 

processes of musical activity taken by each performer.  Upon completion of both 

performances, a detailed inspection of performer observations, performance metrics 

and a split-screen video compilation will be undertaken to establish degrees of 

successful outcomes.  Emphasis will be applied to identify the suitability of the TMP 

infrastructure, LAS approaches and to illustrate the magnitude of Telepresence via 

Comprovisation, that was attained across the two performances.  
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3.2 Methodology 
 

This is a practice-led, mixed-methods research project intending to generate two hours 

of original, Comprovised, creative pulse-based electronic music produced from two 

separate TMPs.  The first has performers in a relatively close-proximity to each other 

of 7.5 km and the second, carried out over a significant geographical distance of 2,730 

km (FreeMapTools, How-far-is-it-between, 2017), with the prime objective to 

Comprovise in a TMP for a period of no less than thirty minutes. Research 

commences with an extensive, triangulation of longitudinal textual analysis discussing 

numerous investigations into the evolving enigmas of NMP and TMP.  The three 

areas of focus are the historical development and variations of NMP / TMP 

infrastructure, the phenomenon of network latency and the ensuing methods of 

managing this obstacle, and finally the dimensions, practice and aesthetics of 

Comprovisation within networked musical environments.  

 

Once the landscape of academic investigation is established, the creation and 

development of DAW and network infrastructure occurs to engender a scenario 

whereby a suite of LAS are employed and tested, as are various options of network 

connectivity.  As the software platform and DAW ecosystem advances, initial tests of 

musical interaction will occur in the same geographical location to confirm the status 

of the network and to ensure principles of Comprovisation are made available and 

adequately supported.  Once achieved, Telematic rehearsals will commence to 

confirm and further refine the established protocol and to minimise any obtrusion to 

the endeavour.  The two final performances will take place in a closely monitored and 

recorded affair for subsequent analysis and investigation. 
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3.3 Research Paradigm 
 

Upon commencing the longitudinal textual analysis of the history and context of 

Telematic and networked musical activities, it became apparent that alongside peer-

reviewed journal articles, academic publications etc., a constant reference and 

investigation of product websites, not-for profit organisations and freeware services 

was required to stay abreast of industry developments and the spectrum of 

applications available on The Internet.  Such is the rate of evolution in this field, 

especially during the last five years, the academic output has not matched the delivery 

in regards to the technological and software innovation available.  Given this scenario, 

a large majority of the academic research engaged served primarily a historical 

purpose.  Whilst this offers an essential function, a result of this dynamic was 

reflected by the demand for a strong degree of practical application invested into the 

experimentation and development of the definitive TMP environment. 

 

Furthermore, the use of an Internet connection to exchange detailed information 

during the live performance of creative music and multi-media exploits raises the 

potential to combine varied and traditionally disparate fields of academic discipline.  

Research inclusive of musical and visual performance dimensions and significant 

technical parameters employs mixed method strategies due to the analysis of technical 

specifications, creative aesthetics, social dynamics and both the quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of the resulting data sets accumulated.  Accordingly, articles for 

this research covered a spectrum of academic fields spanning the Performing Arts, 

Computer Sciences and Social Sciences. 
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3.4 Dimensions of Pulse-Based Electronic Music 
 

Pulse-based Electronic Music (PEM) is the selected genre for this research and a 

definition and justification for this genre is required not only for the resulting analysis 

of media generated from the two performances, but also due to the principle that an 

intended outcome from a musical networked interface will significantly affect the 

design, efficacy and structure therein (Cook, 2015).  Although PEM is itself a broad 

genre identifier, put simply it is manifest in a stable tempo represented by a repetitive, 

metered staccato pulse (often delivered by a kick drum sample) upon which a vast 

interplay of synthesizer or sampled audio timbres may coexist in syncopated or drone 

like fashions (Ogborn, 2012).  An underlying rationale for this genre relates to the 

commercial suitability it affords to a greater audience than was uncovered during 

extensive analysis of previous research.  As Chad McKinney declared, “music that 

uses the Internet to enable collaborative composition or performance comprises 

mostly asynchronous or at least time neutral collaborations” (McKinney, C., 2016, pg. 

35), and “electronic music is a popular genre, but networked techniques and 

approaches have largely been ignored by the mainstream practitioners” (ibid., 2016, 

pg. 2).   Upon reflection of the French TMP witnessed by the author in 2016 (see 

`Media File 01’) and an examination of the few examples of TMP/NMP freely 

available online (see `Media File 02’ & `Media File 03’) this premise is suitably 

confirmed.   

 

Ken Fields (Professor of Network and Electronic Music, Central Conservatory of 

Music, Beijing, China), who developed the online network music platform Artsmesh 

states that “network music foregrounds the materials and processes of communication 

and in so doing repositions the acousmatic and other strata of electroacoustic music 
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practice” (Fields, K., 2012, pg. 86).  In this light, factors such as latency challenge the 

elementary rhythmic characteristics inherent in most genres of popular music, and in 

turn this obstacle appears to be largely responsible for influencing the musical 

direction and capacity of TMP/NMP protagonists in preceding years.  Definitions of 

popular music are at best vague and loosely appropriated to a wide appeal within 

given populations, however Roger Dannenberg piqued the musical focus of this 

research when determining that popular music possesses a rhythmic commonality in 

the “synchronization of beats and smooth time map adjustment” (Dannenberg, R., 

2014, pg. 6).  With the author’s background of two-decades experience in 

professional musical composition and practice (primarily as a drummer), this 

statement resonated with their personal experience of rhythmic stanzas prevalent 

amongst specimens representing Western popular music. 

 

At the core of this research is the concept of the one-bar quantization LAS, which will 

be unpacked in greater detail in a following section, however the selection of PEM as 

the musical genre generated from this TMP has a double impact as it also lends itself 

to function as an LAS.  If one understands pulse-based music to exhibit an 

unaccented, regulated pulse in Common time (4 crotchet/quarter beats per meter), it 

too enables LAS potential, as Warren Burt explains: 

 

“in regards to latency when using pulse based music, as long as I am on a 

pulse, even if I am three pulses after you, no problem. This means we are 

playing canonically and fugally which in turn brings to the fore 

contrapuntal devices”. 

(Burt, W. 2017, pers. comm., March 9th) 
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Regarding the principles of Comprovisation, pulse-based electronica provides a stable 

and accommodating foundation upon which networked performers will be routinely 

supported to create any number and form of tonal centres, bassline ostinato’s, melodic 

or atonal motifs, harmonic progressions, and a proliferation of limitless musical 

devices.  With one performer contributing their musical input as above, it is expected 

that the regulated pulse will encourage the other performer to fashion their input in 

accordance thus eliciting musical interplay involving motif development, polyphony, 

heterophony, improvisation and song structure progression.  This environ is expected 

to promote the principles of Comprovisation. This simple, stable and persistent 

rhythmic pattern exhibits as much open and creative musical fertility to a networked 

musical performer as it appears to provide to the vast multitude of advocates and 

participants in similarly structured Electronic Dance Music worldwide. 

 

In respect of these considerations, a series of definitive characteristics regarding the 

musical output of this project have been outlined below.  It is intended that all eight 

dimensions will be achieved throughout the two performances, with a deliberate and 

profound emphasis on the first as it will be the clearest indicator of the intrusion of 

latency.  The interplay of the other seven elements will clearly demonstrate the extent 

of Comprovisation achieved, illustrate the ongoing flexibility of the TMP system, as 

well as identify timing issues related to latency. 
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PEM audio generated from this TMP system is expected to possess the following 

characteristics of commercial EDM: 

  

1. Stable rhythmic pulse (4/4 meter) 

2. Stable Tonal centre (equal temperament) 

3. Diatonic scale pitches (including key modulation) 

4. Functional Harmony (Progressive or repetitive harmonic activity) 

5. EDM Timbres (soft synthesizers, curated audio loops and DSP 

influenced)  

6. Structural (1-8 bar-length motifs, progressive variations, syncopated 

voicing) 

7. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) (HPF/LPF filters, delays, resonators, 

pitch alteration, time alteration, reverb etc.) 

8. Recording and looping audio 

 

 

Finally, the intended performance length for each of the two performances in this 

research is thirty minutes.  This length of time will serve to indicate the robustness of 

the Telematic network and to highlight any latency or Comprovisation flaws that may 

exist within.  Thirty minutes is a common, albeit short, length of a `set’ or playing 

time for EDM DJ’s and live acts as witness across the breadth of global, electronic 

music events.  Given that there are two nodes in the TMP system for this research and 

each will be recorded, approximately 60 minutes (2x30 minutes) of musical product 

will be generated per performance.  With two performances scheduled, there is 

expected to be a total of 120 minutes (2x60 minutes) of music created. 
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3.5 Telematic Music Performance Environment 
 

3.5.1 `Trerrorism’ 

 

A bi-product of this research is the realization of the term trerrorism, an 

amalgamation of the words `trial and error’, a process deeply ingrained within this 

field of practice.  Pauline Oliveros coined the expression `head banging’ in regards to 

the relentless pursuit of LAS’s and network viability (Oliveros, 2009), and likewise 

Carla Scaletti acknowledged the routine when espousing, “to experiment, to extend 

our distributed cognition into new areas, and to dare to try to make something truly 

new—even if it sometimes means falling down seven times and getting up eight” 

(Scaletti, C., 2016, pg. 23).  To provide an indication of the trerrorism endured during 

this research, a complete journal of notes taken from each of the thirty-three sessions 

completed since January of 2017, is available in the Appendix (see Appendix A).  

However, this information is in point form and does not factor in the countless hours 

spent on the over two hundred and fifty Ableton session files collectively generated 

(see Appendix B), or provide insight on the thousands of hours spent experimenting, 

rehearsing and refining techniques on this network set-up over the preceding 

eighteen-months.   

 

The intricate design and process used in developing the complex TMP interface 

presented numerous issues of problematic minutia.  Dovetailing duplex DAW 

environments to accommodate the live performance of PEM in a Comprovisational 

fashion over a distance of 2,730 kilometres, presented no shortage of time absorbing 

experimentation and exploration.  In the following sections, information will be 

presented to identify various elements of the Telematic infrastructure developed in 

this research, however to illustrate and explain the comprehensive narrative involved 
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in achieving these states is beyond the context of this document.  Regular references 

will be made to additional information provided in the Appendix as required. 

 

Accordingly, the focus was aimed at generating a functional and practical TMP 

network system that ably supports the Comprovisation of the eight PEM elements 

outlined in the previous section.  It must be stated that qualitative and aesthetic 

musical values were not prioritised in this research, the music generated would simply 

need to demonstrate the network process and characteristics of commercially viable 

electronica, such pursuits of abstraction will be undertaken at a later stage.  The music 

herein generated represents a `beta test’ if you will. The convenience of the musical 

performer was held paramount to engender, support and maximise the process of 

Comprovisation and musical versatility within the Telematic environment.   

 

A further result of this actuality is that the final performances were private affairs and 

not advertised for public attendance.  The two creative performances were recorded 

and monitored in detail for later viewing, however were undertaken in the pursuit of a 

system sound-check more-so than for an entertaining, public spectacle.  The gravitas 

of awkward minutia within the complex TMP infrastructure weighed heavily on this 

outcome. 
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3.5.2 Software 1: Ableton Live 9 Suite 

 

The audio software chosen to support the TMP was Ableton Live 9 Suite.  The 

reasoning behind this relates to: 

1. OS compatibility (Alpha node running Apple OS-X and Beta node running on 

a Windows PC). 

a. A versatile and grid based (Session View) software designed biased 

towards for the creation and performance of Electronic music genres: 

b. Excellent integration with LaunchPad Pro grid based layout 

2. Significant capacity for internal MIDI routing: 

a. Complex versatility for routing between tracks and related devices. 

3. Significant capacity for external MIDI routing: 

a. Send/receive MIDI to/from a LAN/WAN network. 

4. Multiple options regarding MIDI in/out from connected hardware. 

5. In-house support for Max for Live (M4L) devices. 

6. Excellent capacity for customised and integrated instrument device creation. 

7. Suitable grouping capacity for various functioning track types. 

8. In-built Master/Slave functionality (EXT option) to integrate with kindred 

devices running Ableton software. 

9. Flexible MIDI mapping options across the programme. 

10. Accommodation of third-party script platform ClyphX 

 

  

 

 
Figure # 1: Ableton: Alpha node –`All Groups Titles’ image  
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Both the Alpha and Beta nodes ran near identical Ableton files, each containing 

fourteen sets of grouped tracks, with a total of eighty-one tracks all together.  More 

detail into track allocation is covered below, and all information on the Ableton files 

can be found in the Appendix (see `Media Files 04’ & `Media File 05’). 

 
Figure # 2: Alpha –`Songs clip arrangements’ 

 

 

 

 
Figure # 3: Alpha –`NET MIDI Routing’ 

 

 

Ableton Live presents an ease of accessibility to those who do not own the 

programme through a freely available, 30-day demo trial offer.  This allows future 

TMP performers at least an opportunity to obtain temporary access to the complete 

functions within the programme.  Ableton also provides a facility to save the entire 

file as an `Ableton Live Pack’, allowing for a single (albeit large) file transfer 

containing all contents, mappings, instruments etc. to be shared amongst performers. 
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3.5.3 Software 2: Third Party DAW applications 

 

Implemented within Ableton Live 9 were a variety of 3rd party applications, primarily 

software synths and a host of Max for Live (M4L) devices.  M4L are Ableton 

integrated Max (Cycling74, Homepage, 2017) devices, delivered in an open platform 

mode where clients may develop and customize their own processes.  Be they MIDI, 

audio, visual or combinations therein, these are subsequently made available to other 

users. As Laura Maes et al. details, “the instruments are designed with the intention 

that any composer who possesses a basic knowledge of sequencing, notation, or other 

MIDI software, and who is familiar with the specifics of controlling the automata, 

will be able to write for them” (Maes, L., Raes, G.W. and Rogers, T., 2011, pg. 31).  

Accordingly, there were no end of M4L options to inspect and trial.  In the earlier 

months of experimentation, fourteen M4L devices (see Appendix C) were 

investigated in regards to their MIDI to OSC data conversion capacity, and for their 

MIDI data to network capacity among several other services.  Success was limited 

and reliability patchy.  Once a profoundly simpler method of MIDI to network 

delivery was established it was decided to minimize all use of such devices.  

Ultimately only one M4L device was eventually employed in the final DAW 

infrastructure, that being a MIDI quantize device 

titled `LIVE QUANTIZE’ (See Appendix D) 

developed by Artur Mihel, a Russian M4L 

enthusiast (Maxforlive, device1793, 2017).  This 

device was used to place MIDI note data incoming 

from the WAN network into 16th notes as a LAS  

procedure to manage potential latency divergence.  
 Figure # 4: Live Quantize (Artur Mihel) 
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Third party software synthesiser applications used in the DAW infrastructure were the 

U-he Zebra (U-he, Zebra, 2017) modular synth and the XferRecords Serum 

(XferRecords, Serum, 2017) Advanced Wavetable Synthesizer (see images below).  

These were selected due to several, detailed pre-set designs saved specifically for the 

research TMP (See Appendix E), furthermore ownership of the software enabled the 

running of each application on two computers, accommodating for both Apple and 

Windows OS platforms.   Significant MIDI mapping was applied to the parameters of 

both synths to enhance musical expression during performance, these could be 

activated from either TMP node in real-time, so that Alpha could alter the synth 

timbre that Beta was playing and vice-versa, thus further adding to the paradigm of 

Comprovisation. 

 
Figure # 5: Zebra Synth & MIDI mapping parameters examples 

 

 
Figure # 6: Serum Synth & MIDI mapping parameters examples 
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The mention of a third-party script in the form of ClyphX (Beatwise, ClyphX, 2017) is 

necessary as this was used to achieve gradual tempo ramp and manual (incremental) 

increase and decrease actions throughout the performance.  Ableton provides a 

function to change tempo abruptly, however this action is not conducive in a fluid and 

malleable Comprovisation environment.  Although not specifically software, this 

external script is copied into a nested scripts folder (within the Ableton application 

folder) and upon doing so will appear as a device within Ableton’s Link MIDI section 

of the preferences pane (see below). 

 

 

 

 
Figure # 7: ClyphX `device’ 

 

Upon achieving this outcome, certain commands following a specific ClyhpX syntax 

are then typed into the title of MIDI clips to instruct Ableton’s tempo to alter 

gradually as desired (see below).  

 

Figure # 8: ClyphX Instruction: Far right column - when triggered these clips instruct 

Ableton tempo to ramp to 116 bpm over 16 bars, this will either increase or decrease the 

tempo depending on the initial rate. This function is built into the B(2nd) section of each song. 

 

ClyphX is only installed on the Alpha node, yet is accessible via duplex MIDI 

triggering (explained in the section `Duplex Clip and Song Section Matrix’ below). 
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3.5.4 Software 3: RTP-MIDI   

 

Following exhaustive testing of numerous avenues and combinations in the pursuit of 

establishing a competent WAN interface for Telematic MIDI data exchange, it was 

decided to settle upon two different software versions integrating the open platform 

RTP-MIDI (Real-time Protocol MIDI) software: 

 

• AppleMIDI (implemented as `plug-and-play’ within the Bonjour platform, 

accessed through `Audio MIDI setup’ application in OS-X Utilities) 

• rtpMIDI (an application developed by Tobias Erichsen (Tobias-Erichsen, 

rtpMIDI, 2017)) that mimics and integrates with AppleMIDI. 

 

Reasons for this decision included: 

 

• Restricted number available of M4L devices servicing WAN options. 

• M4L MIDI WAN data limitations to note data transfer (no CC/Sysex). 

• Singular application across multiple track/MIDI channels (1 device per track). 

• Due to point 3, manifold versions of M4L devices were required to satisfy the 

TMP infrastructure’s MIDI needs, thus overcomplicating the scenario. 

• Unknown integration with LaunchPad Pro data exchange (HID – Human 

Interface Device). 

• Unnecessary arrangements and interactions with OSC to MIDI converters. 

• RTP-MIDI offered a simple, comprehensive and easily activated solution. 

• All note, CC and required performance data was neatly dealt with.  

• RTP-MIDI applications also provided network Latency monitoring. 
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Once established, the process of linking each DAW environment into the WAN 

interface became an early step in the pre-performance protocol (see Appendix F). The 

set-up process was facilitated by a simple process of (see figure 9 below): 

 

• Select/create a network (top left) to be seen by Ableton Live. 

• Select/create a directory (mid left) by entering IP address of reciprocating 

TMP node. 

• Click connect from selected directory. 

• Enter specific port number as agreed by both nodes (top right). 

• Wait to confirm successful connection. 

• Once connected, this network is available in MIDI preferences of Ableton. 

• Use window to monitor connectivity and network latency.  

 

 

Figure # 9: RTP-MIDI available through Audio MIDI Setup application 
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3.5.5 Hardware 1: Novation SL MkII 

  

The selected MIDI controller keyboard for this research was the Novation SL MkII 

device (NovationMusic, SL MkII, 2017) with a 25-key controller located at the Alpha 

node, and a 49-key controller located at the Beta node.  This advanced device was 

selected due to its broad flexibility in regards to command routing, mapping, template 

design and MIDI channel allocation.  Each device provided an X/Y touchpad, 

Mod/Pitch wheel, 16 encoders, 8 faders and 32 mappable, multi-purpose buttons per 

template (three templates were used) as well as after-touch on semi-weighted keys.  

These devices were used to select instrument type (Bass, Harmony, Lead), select one 

to four pre-set sounds for each instrument type, adjust volumes (Song & loop 

recorded Beats/Bass/Harm/Lead), toggle16 effects on or off, apply mapped 

parameters for 16 effects, apply synth parameter changes (X/Y & MOD/Pitch), 

deactivate song or recorded loops, and switch between three on board templates. 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure # 10: 49-key Novation SL MkII MIDI Controller Keyboard 

 
In April 2017, the 49-key device developed a spasmodic Mod/Pitch wheel, generating 

endless MIDI jitter data and making MIDI mapping an excursion into trerrorism. 
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3.5.6 Hardware 2: LaunchPad Pro 

 

The Novation LaunchPad Pro (Novation, LaunchPad Pro, 2017) is a flagship device 

representing an ideal 8x8 grid based composition and MIDI control surface.  Offering 

a multitude of actions pre-mapped to Ableton Live, it also functions as a graphical, 

visual interface thereby representing activity within Ableton Live so that a performer 

need not view a computer screen.  This fact alone serves to enable Comprovisational 

behaviour as the performer may become engrossed in playing and listening as per 

traditional musical interaction.  This controller served to select pre-composed songs 

(1-7 songs), identify which song or loop has been selected by the other network 

performer in real-time, trigger song sections (parts A, B, C or D), trigger record 

looping for synth Bass, Harmony or Lead, trigger or stop Kick, Beat or Percussion 

loops, trigger Drum fills (1-4 bars) and manually increase or decrease the tempo from 

the Alpha node only. 

 

Figure # 11: LaunchPad Pro Displaying Song 1   

(note that the white rows (LtoR) indicate Alpha 

clip triggers, and the pink rows (LtoR) indicate 

Beta clip triggers, demonstrating infrastructure 

Duality) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure # 12: Song 1 as displayed inside Ableton, note the orange rectangle identifies the 

viewing area of the Launchpad (coloured squares layout is identical). 
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3.5.7 Hardware 3: Peripherals & Materials List 

   

In addition to the two MIDI controllers and computers running Ableton Live, there 

were a small number of peripheral items required throughout the infrastructure 

development process.  These included: 

• USB cables (one per controller plus spares) 

• USB hubs (to accommodate controller and drive connectivity) 

• USB Drives 

• Monitoring devices (audio interface, speakers, headphones)  

• Power cables 

• Modem with Wi-Fi capabilities 

 

During the final performances, additional equipment was also required such as  

• Digital video cameras with mounts (Alpha and Beta nodes) 

• SD cards to record video performance 

• Mobile telephone with ear buds to maintain communication outside of the 

TMP infrastructure. 

• Computer screen displaying time clock (timeanddate, Clock, 2017) 

  

During the development process, it was noted that a specific combination of USB 

cables plugged into specific ports on the USB hub at the Beta node (Windows PC), 

would need to be replicated verbatim on each following occasion as Ableton would 

not recognise their presence otherwise.  
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3.5.8 Engagement of TMP Performers 

 

TMP Comprovisation is a process steeped in collaborative communication from the 

outset of design, infrastructure development, relentless trerrorism, rehearsals and 

ultimately performance of the music.  Ideals inherent in this process should be aligned 

to the salubrious, symbiotic and rigorous engagement of involved TMP performers, 

thus ensuring an environment is created to support energetic and enthusiastic 

Comprovisation.  The role and importance of communication throughout was 

emphasised in the Literature Review of this research by Knotts, McKinney, Fields, 

Oliveros, Mills and Cook, in line with being a constant across the field of study. 

  

The methodological applications of this principle within this research were varied and 

helped to create a singularly, suitably unique TMP infrastructure.  Initial interactions 

were undertaken side by side in the same location (see figure 13 below), this allowed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure # 13: Typical, initial set-up arrangement 
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for acute inspection of each DAW environment, ensuring that developmental  

operations were adhered to in a detailed and verbatim fashion.  An extensive set of  

decision making (see Appendix A) during this period shaped and significantly 

determined crucial elements of the TMP ecosystem including third party application 

selection, network connectivity arrangement, M4L experimentation, internal MIDI 

routing within Ableton, controller mapping, MIDI channel allocation etc. 

 

Understanding the realm of Telematic performance often includes participants who 

are located at extreme distances around the globe, the luxury of face to face 

interaction was not lost on the author.  Notably, a series of behavioural, interactive 

protocols emerged when approaching problem solving endeavours such as explicit 

and clear, short verbal cues that were repeated for confirmation by the other party 

during repetitive and detailed allocation, naming or system checking processes.  Once 

the two participants became geographically distant, the same verbal protocol was 

employed as an efficient method to solve systemic bugs and unforeseen issues.  This 

technique would be beneficial to apply via telephony for future TMP development 

with remote, global participants.   

 

Another curio that emerged from this research is the colour spectrum selected to 

represent song, recording, percussive loops drum fill triggers as displayed on the 

LaunchPad Pro.  Co-collaborator Ehsan Gelsi experiences colour vision deficiency 

via the condition of Anomalous Trichromatism, and therefore the standard spectrum 

of visual options available on the LaunchPad Pro (see top image on next page) were 

altered to those used in this TMP research (see lower image on next page), 

subsequently referred to as the Candy Stripe allocation.   
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Figure # 14: Contrast between colour options: LaunchPad Pro / `Candy Stripe’ 
 

This spectacularly unique ramification demonstrates how TMP performer engagement 

influences a distinct and appropriated infrastructure in the pursuit of Comprovisation. 
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3.6 Network infrastructure 
 

3.6.1 Overview 

 

Longitudinal analysis of prior research indicated that Telematic `art’ performances 

predominantly involved the transfer of several performance data mediums including 

MIDI, audio and visual file types.  Facilitating this poly-form data transfer was an 

implicit versatility of applications such as M4L devices and browser/server based 

platforms to support multi-media information exchange.  Given the monolithic-like 

impedance of network latency across all such interactions, increasing the required 

bandwidth of data transfer appeared to the author as counter intuitive to attaining a 

state of true Comprovisation.  A result of this observation was manifest in the author’s 

decision to exchange only MIDI data across the network infrastructure.  Introduced in 

1982 (MIDI, MIDI from the Inside, 2017), the version is still at 1.0, a phenomenon in 

the technology world, and accordingly the data packet size is minute when compared 

to the data size of high quality audio or video.  The TMP for this research was 

intended for musical purposes only, facilitated by MIDI data exchange across a WAN 

network, regardless of the multitudinous opportunities and precedents for multi-media 

decoration within the Telematic medium. 

 

Schiavoni et al. stated, “proposed as a unidirectional talker-listener network, MIDI 

was probably the first music standard protocol that created possibilities for music 

instrument networking” (Schiavoni, F.L., Queiroz, M. and Wanderley, M., 2013, pg. 

419), implying that the standard was intrinsically designed for Telematic purposes.  

With a complex and thoroughly developed DAW environment nested within each 

Alpha and Beta node, incoming MIDI information could be harnessed to generate 

audio and manipulate applications at each location as opposed to the burdensome task 
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of delivering cumbersome media files across a WAN interface.  Telematic innovator 

Ken Fields asks “are the musicological concerns of electroacoustic music 

reframed/remediated in the context of its practice over the medium of networks?” 

(Fields, K., 2012, pg. 86-87).  The simple answer to this involves the degree to which 

latency plays it’s `hidden hand’ of influence within a real-time Comprovisation.  The 

slimmer the data size exchanged in a network, the fewer invitations there will be for 

latency to influence the musical output. 

 

Wyse et al. affirms “real-time networked music performance requires reliable delivery 

of data between participants with minimal delay for both audio and control signals” 

(Wyse, et al., 2013, pg. 10), a principle Weinberg develops by stating that “the low-

level scheme of the network should be kept comprehensible and intelligible so that 

players and audiences are able to participate and follow the music in a meaningful and 

coherent manner” (Weinberg, G., 2003, pg. 24).  Thus, the selection of transferring 

MIDI data over other file types proves a fundamental and crucial axis point for the 

development of the ensuing DAW and network infrastructure in this research. 

 

Following on from this conclusion, the next step in designing the network 

infrastructure involved whether to employ the facility of a server-based platform to 

regulate clock information and data transfer (see image below).   

 

 

 

Figure # 15: Server based 
data flow 

 Location	
Alpha 

Location	
Beta 

Remote	
Server	
(Artsmesh) 
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Initial investigation of Ken Field’s Artsmesh occurred during the peak 

experimentation phase of M4L (MIDI to network devices), and appeared as a supreme 

solution for the network challenges.  Upon installation of the software however, it was 

noted that this platform serves Apple OS-X (Alpha node) only and is not available for 

Windows PC systems (Beta node).  Shortly afterwards, the simplicity and 

comprehensive efficiency of RTP-MIDI applications were re-discovered and 

implemented, whereby MIDI information was aimed directly at the IP address and 

specific port number of the reciprocating performance node, thereby simplifying the 

pathway and complexity of the data conduit.  A direct peer-to-peer (P2P) model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure # 16: Peer-to-peer (P2P) MIDI data flow 

 
 

Once successfully established, the incoming `Net MIDI’ data from the WAN interface 

operates in a similar controller fashion as the MIDI data delivered from the 

LaunchPad Pro and the SL MkII controller keyboard. 

 

 

 
Figure # 17: Duplicated DAW - MIDI FLOW (Beta Node) 
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This network infrastructure will be identical for the two performances planned with 

the aim of establishing if a considerably greater distance between the two nodes will 

have a negative impact as presented by an increase in events of latency interference.  

Comparing the number of events of tempo divergence in each performance will 

illustrate such interference. It is expected that performance two contain increased 

latency disturbance. 

 

A final note on the simplicity of this architecture.  It was discovered that due to the 

internal routing and manipulation of the MIDI data inside of Ableton Live to support 

activation of any given parameters, it was not essential to define the specific device 

from which theses midi messages were sourced. The principle of removing identity 

supports a unified Telepresence and provides what this research labels as Dumb 

MIDI.  Simplifying the MIDI information down to primary note on/off, number, 

velocity, channel and CC information without the impedance of any associated device 

protocol.  Dutifully, within the set-up protocol (see Appendix F), the Ableton 

preferences panel was opened during the early stages of connectivity and the SL MkII 

control surface interaction was deactivated (see image below).  The LaunchPad Pro 

device maintained control surface identify due to internal data exchange with Ableton. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure # 18: Ableton Preferences – Control Surfaces Deactivation 
 

Control Surface 
Deactivation 
`Dumb MIDI’ 
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3.6.2 MIDI Channel Routing 

 

The first principle to address with the process of 

MIDI routing in this TMP environment is related 

to the Candy Stripe allocation as seen in the pink 

and white LED’s on the LaunchPad Pro, as it 

represents a bi-directional, dovetailed, duplex data 

delivery process (see `Media File 04’ & `05’).  

Figure # 19: Duplex Allocation 

Each node fires MIDI information to the other on designated channels, the ensuing 

myriad of control information is exposed to being manipulated within each DAW 

environment, because MIDI systems “actively advertise their internal structure and its 

coordinates via data and metadata” (Clark, C., Basman, A., 2017, pg. 2).  A system 

consisting of 16 channels available for data transfer offers a potential of 8 isolated 

channels per node (Alpha and Beta) through which all required messages may be 

insulated and routed without triggering feedback loops.  Given that there are 128 CC 

(Controller Change) options and 128 available notes per channel, this means a 

maximum of 1,024 potential CC messages and 1,024 note messages are available to 

be extensively routed within the TMP infrastructure.  Such an affluent set of 

permutations and combinations within a matrix of this magnitude suggests that not all 

8 channels will be required to satisfy the activity transfer per node. 

 

Within the TMP environment there are several defined, performance activities that 

need to be supported by MIDI routing to facilitate the successful embodiment of the 

intended 8 PEM elements in a unified state of Comprovisation.  The following chart 

outlines these activities and indicates the associated MIDI message to be routed.  
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Table # 3:  MIDI mapped Activities 
 

# Activity MIDI message 

1 Playing of Bass notes Note 
2 Playing of Harmony notes Note 
3 Playing of Lead notes Note 
4 LaunchPad Pro (Triggering Song 

sections, Percussion loops & Recording 
functions within each DAW location) 

 
Note 

5 Song Sect. & Rec Loops  
(send channel for Alpha and Beta) 

Note 

6 Kick/Beat/Perc/Fill Triggers 
(send channel for Alpha and Beta) 

Note 

7 Master Group: Channel Vol Faders CC 

8 Effects Dials and on/off buttons CC 
9 Synth ON/OFF buttons CC 

10 Song section STOP buttons CC 

 
The following chart outlines MIDI channel allocation, not all CC or note messages 

were necessarily employed for each channel, however for clarity sake and ease of data 

management certain channels were defined for specific roles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure # 20: MIDI 
Channel Routing 
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Following exhaustive trerrorism it was agreed between participants that three 

examples of duplex routing were required to satisfy the required song structure 

exchange actions (co-ordinated triggering of song and percussion sections), these 

being Channels 7/8, 13/14 and 15/16 (Alpha/Beta respectively).  All other note/CC 

data is shared openly within the TMP environment to ensure active collaboration.  

 

Once activities within the TMP environment had been allocated to MIDI channels, 

routing within Ableton Live commenced.  A complex system of MIDI tracks became 

established to send, receive, and convert MIDI data delivery across the DAW 

ecosystem (see Appendix G for complete details).  Below are five examples, the first 

demonstrates the MIDI ROUTE group designed to capture note data from the Alpha 

SL MkII on channels 1, 2 and 3 (Bass, Harmony and Lead) to prepare for allocation to 

the synthesizers in the Alpha node, and for delivery to the Beta node to verily trigger 

note data in near real-time. 

 
Example 1: Channels (1, 2 &3) routed from SL MkII for Bass, Harmony and Melody. 

 

Figure # 21: MIDI ROUTE group, channel routing 
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Example 2: The second example is the Synths group containing the synthesizers 

themselves (four synths each on Bass (B1), Harmony (H1) and Lead (M1) on 

channels 1, 2 and 3 respectively), whereby MIDI data is received from both the SL 

MkII in the physical node location, incoming WAN NET MIDI data from the 

reciprocating node’s SL MkII, and from recorded MIDI loops (Bass, Harm and Lead) 

to both play internal synths and for WAN transfer to trigger synths at the 

reciprocating node. 

 
Figure # 22: Synths group, channel routing 

 
Example three displays the Alpha node’s BASS REC (Bass Record) group, and how it 

is designed to capture channel 1 MIDI (Bass notes as delivered from the MIDI Route 

group), loop record these into the Bass Rec MIDI channel to capture Bass 

improvisation, before routing the ensuing recorded MIDI note data to the Rec MIDI 1 

channel in the Synths group.  Note the channel 12 MIDI mapping operates as a stop 

action for any recorded bass loop. 

Example 3: 

 

 

 
 
Figure # 23: Bass Rec group, channel routing 
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The fourth example is the NET MIDI group, designed to facilitate MIDI data intended 

for WAN delivery to the reciprocating performance node.  Performance information 

delivered from the SL MkII, combined with any respective recorded loops of 

improvisation during the TMP endeavour, are routed to their chosen MIDI channels 

(Bass Ch1, Harm Ch2, Lead Ch3) prior to being routed out of Ableton Live to the 

RTP MIDI session Net MIDI, for WAN carriage to the reciprocating TMP location. 

Example 4: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure # 24: NET MIDI group, channel routing 
 
Finally, there is the apparently arbitrary Ch Port group designed to ensure that the 

routing of SL MkII control messages were delivered into the RTP MIDI Net MIDI 

session, following numerous delivery failures and incomplete commands.  It serves to 

back up CC messages on MIDI channels 10, 11 and 12 (Aux Port channel is inactive). 

Example 5:  

 

 

 

 

Figure # 25: ch PORT group, channel 
routing 
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It should be stated that in Example 2 (Synths Group), there were three instances of the 

third party M4L device LIVE QUANTIZE to ensure any incoming MIDI data from the 

WAN network were allocated into 16th notes regardless of previous latency influence.  

In example 3 (Bass Rec), this system was replicated in the Harm Rec and Mel Rec 

groups to ensure the same facility of recording improvised performance and having 

this information delivered to the reciprocating node.  The execution of the duplex 

channel allocation for Alpha and Beta will be revealed in the mid mapping section 

below.  The above were only five examples of MIDI routing, for full routing details 

please consult the Appendix (See Appendix G, and `Media Files’ 04 & 05). 

 

3.6.3 MIDI Mapping 

 

Once the TMP network infrastructure, MIDI channel allocation and subsequent 

routing within Ableton occurred a complex array of MIDI note and CC mapping 

allocation commenced.  A total of 286 near-identical, complimentary midi mappings 

were recorded for both DAW environments (Alpha and Beta) that addressed: 

1. Song section triggers (both from local node and WAN incoming) 

2. Stop functions for song voices (Beats, Bass, Harmony, Lead) 

3. Record functions (local node) 

4. Stop functions for recorded loops (Bass, Harmony, Lead) 

5. Synth on/off toggling 

6. Synth parameter manipulation 

7. Effects on/off toggling 

8. Effect parameter manipulation 

9. Volume fader manipulation on MASTER audio channels 

10. Tempo ramping and incremental alteration (ClyphX)  
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Song Section: A  

Song Section: B  

Song Section: C 

Song Section: D  

Accordingly, the resultant mapping list (See Appendix G) is extensive and for this 

research only a select number of examples will be addressed regarding their 

facilitation of Comprovisational behaviour.   

 
Duplex Clip and Song Section Matrix 

 

In relation to the duplex Candy Stripe layout of pink and white clips as seen in 

previous images of the LaunchPad Pro and Ableton Session View environment (see 

image below), each vertical pair of coloured white and pink clips (LHS) represent a 

horizontal series of identical audio clips (Beats, Bass, Harmony and Melody sections).  

White clips are to be triggered from the Alpha DAW, and pink triggered from the 

Beta DAW.  The vertical pairs of white and pink clips represent four song sections 

(A, B, C, D), these most likely refer to an introduction (A), main motif (B), motif 

variation or consequent motif (C), and a bridge or outro section (D). 

 

   

  

  

 

 

Figure # 26: Songs Group Expanded – duplex triggering at Alpha Node for Song 1 
 

If the play button in the top left position (see image above) is triggered, the entire 

horizontal row will play, and so forth for all play buttons aligned down the left had 

side.  Once the Songs group has been visually collapsed in Ableton, it is represented 

on the LaunchPad Pro as a single, vertical line of pairs of white and pink clips on the 
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left-hand side of the device (see image below), however the function of triggering 

each section remains. 

 

 

 

 
Figure # 27: LaunchPad Pro with collapsed Song Sections on LHS 

 
In this state the performer at the Alpha node will strike the top left white button to 

play the A section of Song 1, the second white clip (moving down vertically) for the 

B section and so forth, with the Beta node obeying this principle however striking the 

pink clips instead.  To ensure the replication of each song trigger action is repeated at 

the reciprocal node in the TMP environment, the following MIDI mapping routine is 

engaged.   In the image below is the Alpha node’s expanded Song 1 group, including 

track 7 MIDI that contains a MIDI clip associated with every horizontal line of a 

white clip (Alpha triggered) song section.  Each of these MIDI clips contains a single 

MIDI note positioned initially on the note C-2 (representing the first of 128 available 

notes) followed by subsequent clips containing notes C#-2, D-2 and D#-2 etc. This 

message is then forwarded out to the Net MIDI (WAN session) on MIDI channel 16. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure # 28: Alpha Song 1 Expanded – track `7 MIDI’ output routing  
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Suitably, once Alpha node applies trigger `Song 1 section A’, a MIDI note of C-2 is 

routed to the Net MIDI WAN session on MIDI channel 16 and delivered to the IP 

address and specific port of the Beta DAW environment.  Examining the Ableton 

Live set at the Beta location with the MIDI mapping allocation on display (see image 

below), the top left song trigger has been mapped to the note C-2 on channel 16, and 

upon receiving this message (via the RTP-MIDI interface) will in turn trigger the 

horizontal row of audio, thus section A of Song 1 will be duplicated at the Beta node. 

 

Figure # 29: Beta Song 1 Expanded – (Top LHS clip) note C-2 on Channel 16 plays Song 1 A   

 

Channel 16 is therefore reserved for all song section trigger activity instigated by the 

Alpha node, and channel 15 reciprocates all song trigger activity instigated by the 

Beta node (see image below: Alpha node’s Ableton receiving Channel 15 note C-2). 

 
Figure # 30: Alpha Song 1 Expanded – (Top LHS clip) note C-2 on Chan. 15 plays Song 1 A   
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In this state, triggering song sections at one node meant the same action occurred at 

the other.  In addition, song voices (Beats, Bass, Harmony, Melody) could in turn be 

individually stopped by either party to increase the flexibility of improvisation (see 

next section - `Record Loop Stop’ and `Song Voice Stop’ Command pathway).  This 

process was allocated to MIDI channel 8 (Alpha) and 7 (Beta) and used an identical 

allocation of MIDI clips to send a note via the WAN interface to a MIDI mapped stop 

action at the other node.  This exact protocol was repeated for the triggering of all 

percussive samples in the Ableton environment (Kick, Beat, Perc & Fills) however, 

here the duplex process was allocated to MIDI channels 14 (Alpha instigated) and 13 

(Beta instigated).  The image below represents the MIDI note allocation per song 

section for both the Alpha and Beta nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure # 31: Duplex MIDI note allocation: Song Section triggers for Alpha & Beta 
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The subsequent mapping of hundreds of MIDI note clips required the creation of 128 

separate MIDI files containing a single quarter/crotchet note per file, incrementally 

increasing from note C-2 (1) to G#8 (128) (see `Media File 06’).  These were then 

freely copied to various MIDI channels across different groups as required and once 

mapped at the alternate node, facilitated complex interoperability of each DAW 

environment, thus vastly improving the state of Comprovisation.  

 
`Record Loop Stop’ and `Song Voice Stop’ Command pathways 

 
The LaunchPad Pro was used to activate a looping MIDI record function for each of 

the Bass, Harmony and Melody voices as required by each performer when 

improvising on the SL MkII controller keyboard.  Once the MIDI recording was 

completed inside the DAW at each node location, the clip would automatically 

commence playing upon the commencement of the next bar and continue playing 

until a stop function was activated.  The recorded clip however would only exist in the 

location of the performer who instigated it, therefore not being visually apparent to 

the other.  Given the fluid nature of Comprovisation, new song sections could be 

activated upon any new bar, subsequently altering tonal centre, diatonic key and the 

number and type of voices in the musical texture.  Meanwhile, a recorded loop would 

continue playing, potentially causing discordant `non-commercial’ outcomes.  In this 

regard, it was essential to enable a `Recorded Loop Stop’ function simultaneously 

accessible by both parties to cease unwanted recorded activity. 

 

Stopping recorded loops from either end was enabled by triggering a command from 

the surface of the SL MkII controller, adopting the process as described for stopping a 

Song in the `Duplex Clip and Song Section Matrix’ section above.  To stop Song 

Voices, MIDI channels 8 (Alpha) and 7 (Beta) were used to conduit MIDI note clips 
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(notes E0 – Beats, F0 – Bass, F#0-Harm, G0 Mel).  To stop Recorded Loops MIDI 

channel 12 was allocated (for both nodes) to receive a MIDI note clip (notes G#0 – 

Bass, A0-Harm, A#0 Mel).   This process can be seen with mapping information in 

the image below. 

 
Figure # 32: Alpha Bass Stop maps: LHS – song stop ch 7/8, RHS Rec stop ch 12 

 

Triggers for these processes were located on the surface of the SL MkII (see image 

below), originating as CC data on Channel 12, but once in each group this action was 

transferred into note data and re-routed to the selected MIDI channel.  Accordingly, 

incoming note commands would be on their respective duplex channels. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure # 33: SL MkII `Song Voice’ stop and `Recorded Loop Stop’ trigger buttons 
 

Song Stop  
(Beats, Bass, Harm, Mel) 

Rec Loop Stop  
(Bass, Harm, Mel, n/a) 
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CC Data Mapping and Sharing 
 

Controller Change (CC) data information was used to map all synth, effects, volume 

and song stop activity (see Appendix G).  CC mapping remained identical between 

both nodes (Alpha & Beta) to provide a highly interactive and responsive platform for 

sharing of performance actions.  Examples of commands and their details are below: 

 

 
Figure # 34: MIDI mapping information: Harmony Synths on/off toggle command 

 
 

 
Figure # 35: MIDI mapping information: FX bank 1 dials and buttons 
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Figure # 36: MIDI mapping information: Volume Faders for MASTER group 
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3.7 Latency Accepting Solutions 
  

For any TMP system to successfully function within the Ensemble Performance 

Threshold (EPT) range there needs to be inbuilt (LAS) where users can adapt to the 

situation, or explore how to creatively manipulate latencies in musical performance 

(Tanaka, 2006).  As discussed at great length in the Literary Review chapter, 

experimenting with and employing methods to work alongside the issue of latency are 

deemed the most progressive way to deal with this immovable obstacle, and perhaps 

generate creative solutions.  Within this research, every effort was made to employ a 

suite of LAS approaches, furthermore an effort was made to consider various inherent 

activities used in the TMP infrastructure and ask the question `is this, or could this be, 

a Latency Accepting Device?’. 

 

The following two sections outline in detail and with justification, the resultant LAS 

approaches and techniques employed to ensure a dominant culture and infrastructure 

of Comprovisation was delivered to the TMP environment during the two final 

performances. 

 
3.7.1 Primary LAS: One-Bar Quantization 

 

Given the chosen genre of this research to be the creation of Pulse-based Electronic 

Music (PEM), the primary and essential LAS was the engagement of a global one bar 

quantize function on each of the two Ableton Live sets in the TMP system.  

 
 
 
 

Figure # 37: 1 Bar Quantize – Activated for this TMP 
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Activating this setting meant that any clip (audio or midi) that was triggered to be 

played, would not commence playing immediately, rather the clip would only 

commence playback upon the first beat of the next bar. 

 

To give an example of how this may bypass the impedance of latency, at a given 

tempo of 120 beats per minute (bpm), a `Common’ time signature of a      measure 

(bar) of music will last for 2000ms (Sengpielaudio n.d.).  In the case that the 

performer at the Beta node triggers a kick drum loop, this message would be sent via 

the MIDI routing matrix and WAN network to the Alpha node, whereupon the 

command would be registered and sit idle until the Alpha node’s Ableton set 

commenced the first beat of the next bar.  Given an entire bar at 120bpm will last for 

two seconds, this provides an entirely suitable window for a play message to be 

received regardless of the most lethargic influence of latency, expected to average in 

the 10-50 millisecond range as witnessed during the rehearsal process. 

 

In turn, the one bar quantize function applies to all triggered song sections, kick loops, 

beat loops, percussion loops, drum fills, recorded (bass, harmony, melody) loops and 

associated stop buttons.  This will allow the primary structural development of the 

PEM music created, to fall into very close alignment between performance nodes thus 

increasing the momentum of Telepresence and Comprovisation.  Furthermore, 

altering the structure or composition of a piece of electronic music by using bar-

length increments is suitable as the genre most commonly employs “larger musical 

phrases which are simple divisions, or more often, multiples of four measures” 

(Butler, 2006, p. 81).   
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3.7.2 LAS Suite 

 

Following the unifying engagement of the one bar quantize function, a further series 

of LAS functions were employed to expedite synchronous behaviour and bypass the 

chaos of latency.  They are listed in the table below in a vague relation of importance 

(highest to lowest) with a short explanation of their characteristics and effects. 

 

Table # 4:  LAS Suite Information 
 
# LAS Title Description 
1 P2P Network  

Direct Infrastructure 
Sending MIDI data directly to the peer node is the arguably 

the simplest and quickest method to deliver a broad array of 

MIDI information to a complex and manifold DAW 

environment (Browser based services cannot match this as 

calibrating to a server would bring further delays). 

The second benefit here is each node may be slightly 

asynchronous with each other (out of time with each other), 

however close enough to interact and operate in real-time.  

Due to quantizing measures mentioned below, overall the 

music will be on `the grid’ for each node, structurally and 

timing wise, and in this environ performers will be able to 

match key, tuning and effects in sync. 

2 Centralized Network 
Master / Slave 
Alpha / Beta 

Employing Ableton’s unique External Link (EXT) 

function, this allows two networked machines, each 

running Live, to establish a relationship of Master and 

Slave.  In this TMP the Alpha node was the Master and 

Beta the Slave, whereby the Alpha node dictated the tempo 

and Beta always followed.  A negative to this was that the 

Beta node would always be marginally behind Alpha 

(exacerbated upon considerable latency) therefore exposed 

to critical Tempo Divergence, perhaps even falling a bar or 

more behind.  The positive however was that more than 

likely both machines would stay relatively united in pulse 

over the course of 30 minutes compared to having no such 

responsive relationship. 
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3 PEM Creating Pulse-based Electronic Music in a 

Comprovisationary manner means there is no strict 

adherence to a scripted score or a specific reliance on 

following and maintaining integrated musical parts.  This 

was identified as a `Hybrid Performance’ (HP) technique 

by Jason Freeman et al.  The music may shift and change at 

any point and performers can extrapolate on that, however 

if cohesive, musical momentum is achieved then the regular 

pulse most likely will support that motion continuing. 

4 Floating Progression 
(FP) 

A performance ethos identified by Robert Rowe (2007) as 

being a varying trade-off leadership where one node will 

initiate a change, the other follows once this becomes 

apparent at their end.  This follows closely with the 

previous LAS relating to the genre of music performed. 

5 16th Note Record 
Quantize 

A pre-set function within Ableton, akin to the one bar 

quantize however ONLY relating to the recording of notes 

played on the SL MkII keyboard during loop recording.   

It will not affect the performing of notes otherwise, but will 

ensure looped improvisations are held to `the grid’ of any 

tempo throughout a performance. 

This option is found in the EDIT menu 

6 MIDI QUANTIZE M4L device used to quantize MIDI note data incoming 

from the WAN interface, to 16th notes.  These notes could 

be from improvised playing or recorded loops at the remote 

node, either are susceptible to network jitter during transfer, 

routinely becoming 10-50 milliseconds late, potentially 

surpassing the EPT. This process, although delaying a note 

signal a further amount, will again keep incoming MIDI 

notes on `the grid’ of the receiving node’s current tempo. 

6 Manual Incremental 
Tempo Decrease 

Using the ClyphX script function to gradually decrease the 

tempo.  Lowering the tempo increases the span of time 

between each bar, therefore allowing latency jitter to 

subside and data packets to be relieved of any back log, 

thus granting the Beta node an improved opportunity to 

adhere to the Alpha node’s tempo instruction. 

7 Kick Loops PEM is the intended genre of musical output in an 

environment of Comprovisation.  If a situation becomes 
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exposed to latency or chaotic activity, triggering the simple 

pulse of kick drum will allow for a basic pattern to occur, 

simplify proceedings and inviting musical consonance. 

8 Stop Buttons If a situation becomes exposed to latency or chaotic 

activity, using the stop buttons to reduce the musical 

texture of pre-recorded loops, clashing 

bass/melody/harmony lines etc., therefore engendering a 

`clean slate’ to recommence synchronous activity. 

9 MASTER LOOP 
EFFECT 

The 15th of 16 effects available to each performer in this 

TMP environment is a MASTER LOOPER.  Situated on 

the master channel, when activated it automatically samples 

the Master Channel audio and begins repeating the sample. 

The SL MkII dial encoder activates a rapid decrease in 

rhythmic subdivisions of the effect setting so that the 

resultant audio becomes faster and faster (up to 128th 

Notes) akin to many `builds’ or drum fill patterns of 

contemporary EDM music. 

By applying this effect at regular intervals, an intrusive, 

jumping and scattered rhythmic aesthetic will become 

familiar to the listener/performer in the music.  Therefore, 

if at a later stage latency or a chaotic disturbance does 

occur, the listener may not be quite so perturbed due to this 

aggressive precedent.   
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3.8 Comprovisation 
 

3.8.1 Malleability of music 

 

The depth of dimensions involved in the methodological approach for this research 

confirms the degree of `head-banging’ inferred by Pauline Oliveros, although it must 

be said that the justification for this is to create an environment that best supports the 

ideal of Comprovisation.  The musical elements in this TMP environment can be 

stripped down to Beats, Bass, Harmony, Melody and effects.  All voices may be 

added or removed as deemed appropriate by the performers at any stage, synergistic 

tools of musical improvisation are at their disposal, there is no score or instruction 

other than for the Alpha node to commence with a kick drum loop.  Below are listed 

the features available to each performer, that are mapped equally from node to node 

so that what happens at one will happen at the other in near real-time. 

 

There is a TMP environment where each performer has access to: 

 

• Seven pre-composed songs 

o Each with four optional sections (A, B, C, & D) 

• Fifty-four individual rhythmic patterns 

• Twelve synthesizer sounds:  

o Four each of Bass, Harmony and Melody 

o each with four mapped parameters  

• Sixteen DSP effects to apply and manipulate 

• Tempo changing capacity 

• Volume Control of each voice (Beats, Bass, Harm., Mel.) 
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The implementation of the LAS suite provides a strong platform for synchronous 

performance, upon this it was expected to support a vivid degree of Telepresence for 

each performer.  In turn it should increase the likelihood of one musician reacting to 

the other and allow an exploration of the above elements to generate PEM embodied 

with fundamental commercial properties. 
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3.9 Performance Analysis 
 

The aim of this research is to undertake two performances of PEM (each thirty-

minutes in length) using a centralized and synchronous TMP system that employs a 

one bar quantization LAS, in the pursuit of achieving Comprovisation.  To understand 

if these aims were met the following analysis will take place: 

 
• Performance Length: How long was each performance (min:sec)? (starting 

with the first audio event triggered and finishing when the last audio event 

ceases at either node) 

• TMP Infrastructure: 

o Effectiveness: Beta node (slave) relies on tempo data to be sent across 

the WAN from Alpha node (Master), if network infrastructure 

experiences flaws it will be represented by Tempo Divergence at Beta 

node.  Tempo Divergence events will be tallied, timed and averaged 

per performance and subsequently compared. 

o Network failure: did the network connection drop out? Y/N. 

• Latency Presence & Effectiveness of LAS: 

o Beta Tempo Divergence Events:  Compare analytics of two 

performances to indicate if significant distance was of influence. 

o Alpha Latency / Beta Divergence:  Alpha latency meter indicated an 

approximate `resting’ state of 10-50 milliseconds.  Was this level 

exceeded when Beta Tempo Divergence occurred? 

o LAS impact on Comprovisation:  A qualitative, reflective 

observation from both performers regarding the impact of latency and 

its influence on the eight PEM elements. 
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• Degree of Comprovisation: 

o Performer actions: tally of action events per performer 

o Performer action types: Comparison of action types between 

performers. 

o Comprovisation Observation: A qualitative, reflective observation 

from both performers regarding the success of the Comprovisation 

principle across both performances.	

 

3.9.1 Recording Comprovisation Performances for Analysis 

 

To gain insight into the degree of Comprovisation, each of the two performances will 

be recorded as audio and video for further analysis.  The website 

www.timeanddate.com (timeanddate, Homepage, 2017) will be activated on each 

node’s computer screen and simultaneously recorded, to serve as a calibrating time-

piece and to facilitate a video split-screen comparison to be compiled.  The split-

screen video will then be imported into a new Ableton Live set, alongside the two 

audio files recorded at each node location.  Those viewing may then manually switch 

between the audio of each node to compare differences in performance outcomes. 

 

Switching between the resultant audio whilst watching the split-screen video will give 

the viewer a tangible, hands on experience to recognize the nuance and dynamic of 

the performance.  General, visual identification of latency and performer actions will 

result, thus enabling an aural understanding of discrepancies between what was 

generated at node Alpha compared to that from node Beta.  
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Evaluation 
 

 

Observations in this section relate to the split-screen videos (see Media Files 07a, 07c, 08a & 

08c) for details).  It will be highly effective for any readers of this research to view the videos 

to gain a thorough insight into performance parameters.  Ideally, one would load the supplied 

Ableton Live Packs (See Media Files 09 & 10) as instructed on the following page. 

 

Two performances were completed for this research as intended: 

Table # 5: Performance 1 and 2 – Time, Date and Location Details 
 

# Performance Date Alpha Loc. Beta Loc. A to B Distance  

1 Thurs 21st Sept, 2017, at 
20:47 (AEST) 

Bulleen, 
Victoria Aus. 

Northcote, 
Victoria Aus. 

7.493 km 

2 Sun 24th Sept, 2017, at 
10:39pm (AEST) 

North Perth, 
W.A., Aus. 

Northcote, 
Victoria Aus. 

2,729.378 km 

 

Each TMP was recorded as: 

• audio from the master channel of Ableton Live: 

o 2 x Alpha (see Media Files 07b & 08b)  

o 2 x Beta (see Media Files 07d & 08d) 

• video footage from several digital video cameras, capturing: 

o Each performer’s physical activity  

o Footage of a digital time clock reading (hh:mm:ss) 

 

(During performance 1 (See Media Files 07a and 07c at `Perf Length 00:10:30’) a camera 

malfunction caused the visual capture of the Alpha location to became unavailable) 
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Recorded material was then compiled into a time-synced, split-screen (Alpha / Beta) 

video analysis for both performances (see Media Files 09 & 10).  These split-screen 

videos contain timecode, text identifying specific performance detail, and text 

identifying performer activities.  It has since been noted that not every single event 

was recorded in text, however the vast-majority (over 90%) have been identified and 

will therefore provide a suitable data set representing performer activity.   Once the 

recorded media was compiled, a detailed analysis was undertaken in regards to 

activities, length of performances, observations of latency and degrees of performer 

interaction as discussed in the following sections. 

 

Instructions to view this material are as follows: 

1. Download and install the demo version of Ableton Live Suite 

a. A copy is provided (see Media file 11)  

2. Open either of the two Ableton Live Packs (.alp) files 

a. Copies are provided (see Media files 09 & 10) 

b. 170921 – to examine performance 1 (Mel-Mel) 

c. 170924 – to examine performance 2 (Per-Mel) 

3. Once installed and the .alp file has opened, use the `m’ and `n’ keys on the 

keyboard to toggle the track volume on and off for each node: 

a. `m’ toggles on and off the ALPHA node audio 

b. `n’ toggles on and off the BETA node audio 

4. activating volume on both channels allows the viewer to listen to the audio 

generated from both nodes in real time (this is to give an indication of latency; 

however, the function is not possible during performance). 
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4.1 Video Recording Comparison 
 

4.1.1 Video Split Screen: Performer Observations 

 

General observations made by each performer when viewing the edited split-screen 

videos were overall immensely positive and confirmed that indeed the level of 

Comprovisation was of a high degree, and that latency, although disruptive on 

occasions was not a constant factor of critical disturbance.  Below is a list of ten 

observations made between the Alpha and Beta performers. 

 

1. Latency on performance note data appeared to be less than one beat throughout, 

with no discernible difference between performances (despite a considerable 

geographic distance) 

2. The Alpha node (Master) was free from any Tempo Divergence issues. 

3. The Beta node suffered multiple events of Tempo Divergence, most were fleeting 

and inflicted minimal impact on the flow of the performance, later events however 

(after 20min in both performances), Tempo Divergence became critically 

disruptive. 

4. Both nodes were always slightly out of sync with each other: one would only be 

aware of this if listening to simultaneous audio feeds which is impossible in a live 

situation, therefore if each node were in a public venue there is a good chance the 

music generated would possess entertainment value for an audience member. 

5. Musical motifs were layered, responded to and developed in a strong and positive 

sense, akin to improvised `jams’ in a same-space environment. 

6. High accessibility for performers to apply effects on improvised and looped 

recordings (both to synthesizers and through the sixteen effects parameters) 
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7. Changes and developments of song structure appeared reasonable and within the 

context of musical ideas at the time, on only a few occasions did structural 

changes appear clumsy or unmusical.  

8. Telephone communication was brief and infrequent; communication was 

primarily achieved via Telepresence. 

9. Note data latency (passing through M4L: LIVE QUANTIZE) was present within 

variations of rhythmic phrasing between nodes, however the resultant output was 

still explicitly musical and coherent throughout. 

10. If the DAW environment were simplified and curated towards a target genre (song 

loops, synth tones etc.), with more rehearsal time this performance process is 

highly feasible and has potential for commercial applications. 

 

 

 

 

Figure # 38: Split Screen Video of Performance 2 
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4.2 Detailed Analysis Metrics 
 

4.2.1 Performance Lengths 

 

The aim of this research was to identify if this specific TMP system could support the 

Comprovisation of PEM for a period of thirty minutes.  Two separate performances 

were undertaken in pursuit of this objective and the resulting performance lengths are 

as follows: 

Table # 6:  Eventual Performance Lengths  
 

# Performance A to B 
Distance  

Length (min:sec) 

1 Thurs 21st Sept, 2017, at 20:47 (AEST) 7.493 km 24:15 

2 Sun 24th Sept, 2017, at 10:39pm (AEST) 2,729.378 km 30:30 

TOTAL      54:45 

 

Performance one did not attain the length of thirty-minutes, however performance two 

managed to surpass this period despite critical Tempo Divergence severely affecting 

the Beta node in the final minutes. 

 

This result answers the research question that indeed, a state of synchronous, 

Telematic, PEM Comprovisation, using duplex DAW infrastructures and a primary 

LAS of one-bar quantization, will support a thirty–minute performance.    
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4.2.2 Telematic Music Performance Infrastructure  

 

TMP network effectiveness 

Upon analysing the Beta Tempo Divergence events that occurred (see Appendix H) 

during each performance the following data was revealed: 

 
Table # 7:  Beta Tempo Divergence Information 

 
Performance 1 Performance 2 

  

**Note: Event #8 in performance 2 is ignored, the split-screen video skipped 8 
(editing error), there were only 12 Divergent events in performance 2. 
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Main points in Beta node Tempo Divergence (TD):               (note: `p’= performance) 

1. Number of TD events:   p1 = 17     p2 = 12 

2. Total time of TD:    p1 = 2m 14s      p2 = 1m 54s  

3. Average time per event:   p1 = 10.35s  p2 = 9.5sec 

4. Critical divergence event?  p1 = #13 = 32s p2 = #13 = 1m 6s 

5. Av. time (less Critical event)  p1 = 6.37s  p2 = 4.36s  

6. Av. TD occurrence every…  p1= 1m 26s  p2 = 2m 32s 

 

TMP Network Failure? 
 

No. TMP infrastructure did not experience connectivity failure in either performance. 

 

 

Evaluation of TMP Infrastructure:  The centralized, synchronous, duplex TMP 

infrastructure was robust and maintained data delivery throughout both performances.  

TD events were common (27 total events totalling 4m 08s within 54m45s (less than 

10% of performance affected by TD)) however events were resolved in an average of 

4-7 seconds (under 3 bars @ 120bpm).  Network jitter and latency are unavoidable as 

shown in these results, and the Master/Slave relationship led TD to resolve itself.  The 

TMP infrastructure is therefore considered effective, albeit prone to artefacts of 

Tempo Divergence, at reliable data transfer. 
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4.2.3 Latency Presence & Effectiveness of LAS 

 
Comparing divergence events from performance 1 to performance 2 

 
Data revealed in Table #7 above (see Appendix H), informs that TD events were 

fewer in performance two, despite the distance between nodes being 364.2 times 

greater.  In addition, the length of divergence was also lower in the second 

performance.  This would suggest that the significantly increased distance had zero 

bearing on the frequency or duration of latency interruption. 

 
Associating Alpha latency to Beta Tempo Divergence 

 

Table # 8:  Alpha Latency / Beta Tempo Divergence: Relationship 
 

Performance 1 Performance 2 

  

**Note: Event #7 in performance 2 latency was unreadable, only 11 TD events were counted. 
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Main points revealed 

• Performance 1:  

o Number of TD events where Alpha latency exceeds 50ms = 9 of 17 

• Performance 2:  

o Number of TD events where Alpha latency exceeds 50ms = 5 of 11 

 
Both performances had an approximate 50% relationship between 50ms+ Alpha 

latency occurrence, and subsequent Beta TD.  This indicates factors outside of Alpha 

system latency were instigating Beta node TD. 

 

Observe if latency events disrupted Comprovisation  
 

Referring to Section 4.1.1 regarding performer’s observation of the two performances, 

points 1 and 9 related to the disruptive nature of latency, these were described by the 

performers as being: 

 
Point 1 -  Latency on performance note data appeared to be less than 

one beat throughout, with no discernible difference between 

performances (despite a considerable geographic distance). 

Point 9 - Note data latency (passing through M4L: LIVE QUANTIZE) 

was present, however the resultant rhythm and phrasing was still 

explicitly musical and coherent throughout. 

 
Latency, although present and with influence, was not considered by the performers to 

bear a significant, negative influence on the process of PEM Comprovisation.  

Performers would merely respond to note data and controller signals as they arrived, 

with no knowledge of the intended action time from the originating node.    
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Evaluation of Latency Presence and LAS Effectiveness:  The two performances 

demonstrated that a significant increase in distance between nodes had no correlation 

to an increase in Beta TD, and that Alpha network latency was related to only 50% of 

Beta TD.  This indicates that Alpha latency can be associated with Beta TD, further 

monitoring of Beta latency is required for clarity.  Performer observations highlighted 

that system latency played into the Comprovisation LAS process, demonstrating that 

LAS strategies were indeed effective in supporting the eight PEM elements. 

 
 

4.2.4 Degrees of Comprovisation 

 
Tallying number of actions of each performer 

 
  

A detailed analysis of each performer’s actions during each performance was tallied 

(see Appendix I for performance 1, and Appendix J for performance 2).  When 

viewing the split-screen video, each tallied action appears on screen as the performer 

undertakes it.  The table on the next page illustrates the total number of actions taken 

for the two performances. 
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Table # 9:  Performer Actions Across Performances  
 

A
C

TI
O

N
 

 Performance 1 Performance 2 

Alpha Beta Alpha Beta 
1 – Song Section 
Construction 

11 17 25 18 

 
2 – Instrument Playing 
& Recording 

43 59 82 79 

3 - Effects 59 3 63 10 
4 – Volume Change 13 5 13 3 
5 – Tempo Change 3 0 3 0 
TOTAL ACTIONS 129 84 186 110 

Total Perf. Actions 213 296 
 
 

Alpha node completed a significantly higher number of actions in both performances.   

Total actions per performer increased by nearly 1/3rd in the second performance. 

 

 

 

Comparing action types to determine performer roles 
 

Viewing a graphical representation of the individual action tally allows performer 

roles to be established in a holistic fashion.  The tables on the next two pages account 

for each performer activity to be tallied per action type, in turn presenting a graphical 

illustration of roles taken by each performer and how this developed or was changed 

across the two performances. 
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Table # 10:  Performance 1 - Performer Actions (Alpha/Beta) 

 
 

 

 

Analyses of this chart demonstrates that: 

• Beta node influenced significantly more song section triggers (top row) 

• Beta node performed more instrument actions (2nd row) 

• Alpha performed considerably more effects actions (3rd row) 

• Alpha performed considerably more volume actions (4th row) 

• Beta initiated zero manual tempo actions (5th row) 
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Table # 11:  Performance 2 - Performer Actions (Alpha/Beta) 

 

 
 

 

Analyses of this chart demonstrates that: 

• Alpha node influenced significantly more song section triggers   

• Instrument action totals were similar but on complimentary synths   

• Alpha performed considerably more effects actions 

• Alpha performed considerably more volume actions   

• Beta initiated zero manual tempo actions   
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Comprovisation Observation 
 

Referring to Section 4.1.1 regarding performer’s observation of the two performances, 

points 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 related to the degree of Comprovisation in the performances: 

 

Point 5: Musical motifs were layered, responded to and developed in a 

strong and positive sense, akin to improvised `jams’ in a same-space 

environment. 

Point 6: High accessibility for performers to apply effects on improvised 

and looped recordings (both to synthesizers and through the sixteen effects 

parameters) 

Point 7: Changes and developments of song structure appeared reasonable 

and within the context of musical ideas at the time, on only a few 

occasions did structural changes appear clumsy or unmusical.  

Point 8: Telephone communication was brief and infrequent; 

communication was primarily achieved via Telepresence. 

Point 10: If the DAW environment were simplified and curated towards a 

target genre (song loops, synth tones etc.), with more rehearsal time this 

performance process is highly feasible with significant potential for 

commercial applications. 

 

Evaluation of Degrees of Comprovisation:  Analytics of performer actions within 

the TMP demonstrated that 509 actions occurred during the 54m45s of TMP, an 

average of more than 9 actions per minute, although the second performance 

generated a higher rate most likely because the performers were becoming more 

comfortable in the environment.  Graphical representations indicated that each 
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performer assumed complimentary roles, a strong indication of Telepresence, Hybrid 

Performance, Floating Progressions and intrinsic Comprovisation.  Observations from 

performers indicated there was a strong Telepresence and multi-faceted engagement 

of Comprovisation between the two nodes.  This information supports the notion that 

there were high degrees of Comprovisation in this TMP. 

 

4.2.5 Resultant Perspectives on the Eight Elements of PEM 

 
 

1. Stable rhythmic pulse (4/4 meter) 

 
This was achieved as a constant at the Alpha node, and for more than 90% of the time 

at the Beta node.  Tempo ramping and adjustments were achieved successfully 

throughout.  Although not 100% stable, a solid outcome was achieved. 

 

2. Stable Tonal centre (equal temperament) 

 
This was a constant feature as selected synths or song sections were used to confirm 

and maintain reliable tonal centres.  Occasions that failed to support a reliable tonal 

centre were during critical Tempo Divergence, during transitions between song ideas 

(akin to those found during an improvisation with musicians in the same location) and 

during times of a stuck MIDI note.  Most situations appeared to resolve themselves 

within the space of two bars. 

 

3. Diatonic scale pitches (including key modulation) 

 
Once a performer developed a motif (bass, harmony or melody), the other added to 

this with considerable accuracy and activity within a major or minor scale.  
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Occasionally modal and irregular pitches were engaged during improvisation or 

chordal embellishment, however overall a strong sense of diatonic pitch remained. 

 

4. Functional Harmony (Progressive or repetitive harmonic activity) 

 
During the recording of harmony loops, chord progressions were introduced atop 

looping basslines, ranging in length from one bar through to eight whereby familiar 

and consonant demonstrations of functional harmony were delivered within diatonic 

scales.  These recorded progressions served their purpose well, similar again to music 

delivered in an analogous, real-time discourse.  Occasionally, triggering pre-

composed song sections introduced harmonic themes that clashed with an improvised 

harmonic progression, however these tended to be negated within a period of three or 

four bars. 

 

5. EDM Timbres (soft synthesizers, curated audio loops and DSP influenced)  

 
The twelve, customised soft-synth settings added suitable timbres within the PEM 

texture.  Considering the influence of DSP’s (LPF, HPF, Delays, Gates, Resonators 

etc.) and an array of varied percussion/song loops, the reliable characteristics of 

generic electronica were attained.  Pre-composed loops at times included aesthetics 

outside of EDM (live drumming and guitar for example), indicating that further 

curation of song loops would only add to accommodating for this genre. 

 

6. Structural (1-8 bar-length motifs, progressive variations, syncopated voicing) 

 
During Comprovisation, an array of bar lengths were engaged during the triggering of 

pre-composed loops, recorded improvisations and the use of rhythmic drum fills.   
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The one bar quantize LAS enforced a single bar as the lowest denominator for 

structural change, often loops were two, four or eight bars in length, although at times 

latency influence caused either node to diverge by one or two beats at times.  

 

7. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) (HPF/LPF filters, delays, resonators, pitch 

alteration, time alteration, reverb etc.) 

 
Monitoring the performer activities indicated that at least 135 effects actions were 

executed across the 55 minutes and 45 seconds of TMP.  There was a constant and 

significant representation of suitably designed DSP influence.  This facility 

definitively served to support Comprovisation as one performer could immediately 

apply effects to the improvisation, recordings and actions of the other performer. 

 

8. Recording and looping audio 

 
Performance metrics illustrated 47 examples of either performer recording improvised 

loops of bass, harmony or lead lines.  This results in a little less than one per minute 

on average, and in combination with pre-composed song and percussion loops, played 

into the ethos of loop/sample based EDM. 
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The two tables below represent occasions within the performances where the above 

elements are on display or lacking.  Refer to the Ableton Live Packs (see Media Files 

09 & 10) to witness these events (use `m’ and `n’ key commands to compare node 

audio). 

 

 

Table # 12:  Performance 1 – Highlights (refer to `Perf Length’ time in video) 
 

# Time Event/s Description 
1 01:10 – 03:10 Comprovisation 

Motif 

Development 

Performance commenced with kick loop and a 

recorded bass line, then add harmony, lead lines and 

effects, including bass line variation recording. 

2 05:00 - 07:15 Comprovisation 

Tempo Ramp 

TD 

This two-minute section illustrates various activities 

involved in Comprovisation.  TD, recorded loops, 

improvisation, effects and tempo changes included. 

3 11:15 – 12:25 Comprovisation 

Telepresence 

Beta node layers harmony and bass recordings, 

simultaneously Alpha node applies HPF & FX. 

4 15:30 – 17:30  Initial layering of an improvised melody line, 

develops into a Comprovised motif development 

with a range of gated effects and harmonic prog. 

5 22:40 – 23:40 Beta: Critical 

Loss of Audio 

Beta node triggers Song 5 Part A, causing all audio 

to stop at Beta node. Alpha continues, reduces 

tempo and upon playing Bass 2 with Reso, Beta 

returns. 
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Table # 13:  Performance 2 – Highlights (refer to `Perf Length’ time in video)   
 

# Time Event/s Description 
1 04:20 – 05:00 Comprovisation 

Motif 

Development 

Recording improvised loops, developing bass, 

harmony and lead ideas, adding effects, synth 

parameter changes and changing volume. 

2 09:40 – 10:40 Both playing 

Bass Synth 3 

Both performers select Bass 3 and begin 

improvising.  A mono-synth, it only plays 1 note at a 

time however two different phrases are being 

applied with X/Y & mod/pitch alterations, 

eventually Alpha node persists and records a bass 

loop.  

3 13:14 - 18:35 Beta node 

Improvisation 

For a period of 5min 20sec the Beta node performer 

engages in an extended improvisation around Harm 

3 synth. Beta role of harmonic experimentation is 

complimented by Alpha’s: Lead, FX and structural. 

4 20:25 – 22:25 Comprovisation 

Motif 

Development 

Beta node records a bass loop, and provides 

harmony.  Alpha compliments with lead and effects. 

Switching between Alpha and Beta audio allows for 

recognising rhythmic phrasing differences in 

recorded loops. 

5 27:25 – 29:25 Unintended 

Telepresence at 

Beta: Critical 

MIDI & TD 

An unintended function of Telepresence is 

displayed. Beta receives a message on smart phone 

and becomes disengaged in the TMP environment.  

At 28:10 becomes re-engaged and triggers multiple 

effects, synth and note actions, this tips the Beta 

node into 1min 6sec of critical MIDI and TD. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 

5.1 Summary of Findings 
 

Upon completion of the analysis and evaluation of the two performances undertaken 

in this research paradigm, it can be stated that strong findings were made in support of 

the chosen TMP infrastructure, LAS suite and resultant examples of Comprovisation.   

 

Following exhaustive consideration of network infrastructure variations, a centralized, 

synchronous, duplex manner of RTP-MIDI enabled, peer-to-peer WAN MIDI data 

exchange (Weinberg’s Bridge Approach) between two complex DAW environments 

emerged as a satisfactory and robust, working solution to Comprovise thirty minutes 

of PEM.  Each node environment represented a near-identical series of complimentary 

and extensive routing that employed thirteen of sixteen MIDI channels, two hundred 

and eighty-six instances of mapped parameters per node, seven quarterly-segmented, 

pre-composed song options, sixteen variable effects devices, twelve customised 

synthesizer voices and options for the manipulation of both volume and tempo 

throughout.  Node performers engaged in this performance ecosystem with the 

understanding that any actions taken would be suitably replicated in near real-time at 

the reciprocal node.  Compiled video and audio recordings of the performances 

confirmed this facility on numerous occasions.  Furthermore, the Master/Slave 

relationship between the Alpha and Beta node verily maintained an elastic and self-

correcting conduit of tempo maintenance. It was identified that this vast array of 

performance options enabled the Alpha and Beta node performers to actively 
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experience significant and shared, synergistic Telepresence with their remote 

counterpart.   

 

Fundamental to this duplex MIDI data network system, a suite of LAS’s were 

developed around the primary function of a one bar quantization routine, used 

specifically to support the creation of PEM.  In addition, the use of a grid based song 

section process as facilitated via the integrated actions of Ableton Live and the 

LaunchPad Pro, allowed for a shared, measured and ongoing song structure 

development designed to bypass any immediate impedance of latency via one bar 

quantization.  Delays in note information delivered between nodes supported phrasing 

variations and at times contrapuntal development, illustrating a successful 

accommodation for the `hidden hand’ of latency as a compositional device. Upon a 

significant increase in the geographic distance between nodes undertaken during the 

second performance there were zero negative impacts on latency intrusion noted in 

this study, further reinforcing the validity of the network infrastructure and LAS 

approaches.  MIDI note performance data routed between nodes that demonstrated 

laggard timing variations, were engaged by performers suitably unaware of any such 

impacts of latency, thereby granting momentum to the numerous examples of 

cohesive and shared musical activity between them.   It was recognized that Tempo 

Divergence at the Beta node was the singular antithesis of this system, a regular and 

mostly fleeting obstruction, however an example of an area to improve. 

 

PEM offered itself to be an ideal genre to co-create in this unique TMP environment, 

and the capacity of both performers to tally over five hundred complimentary musical 

actions in a little under one hour of performing is testament to the medium of 

Comprovisation that was fostered.  Graphical representations further demonstrated the 
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emergence of assimilated and mutually dependant performer roles, in line with post 

performance analysis indicating an almost tangible demonstration of Telepresence 

and Telematic Culture within the network system.  The resultant music generated 

embodied the principles of Foucault’s `dispositif’ as linked by Hadju to real-time 

composition, that being a clear demonstration of a heterogeneous ensemble of 

apparatus contributing to form a greater artistic expression via networked 

Comprovisation.  One bar quantization and pre-composed audio provided an excellent 

LAS for song structure development, the 16th note M4L MIDI QUANTIZE ensured 

note ideas were rhythmically aligned for motif recording and expansion, and CC data 

was free from quantization and able to influence the music in close to real-time, thus 

proving to be an effective suite for organized music creation. Tempo Divergence 

reared as a pestering barrier that hindered ongoing and symbiotic WAN assisted 

musical interaction, a persistent reminder of the inescapable presence of network 

latency.  Previous research has identified such behaviour as artefacts intrinsic to TMP 

performances, this research reaffirms that this must be acknowledged and expected in 

future work. 

 

5.2 Implications and Ongoing Work 
 

The outcome of this research indicates a plausible scenario whereby musical 

performers in disparate geographical locations may interact with greatly reduced 

barriers of entry, in near real-time TMP ecosystems.  A `Telemidi’ initiative will be 

undertaken by the author upon the completion of this research to increase awareness 

of the TMP environment created, the resources gathered, and to make freely available 

the developed infrastructure and process to any interested parties around the globe.  

By participants engaging with readily accessible software platforms, prebuilt file 
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types to generate an ever-growing community of enthusiasts, this will ensure the 

ongoing evolution of these systems.   System complexities exposed to an increased 

interaction from the public will surely accelerate the design potential, and 

implementations of further Telemidi performances.  The TMP infrastructure in this 

research clearly corroborated Dudas’ observation that such a system will evolve and 

metamorphosis when used by competent performers, achieved through the numerous, 

malleable elements of musical manipulation on display throughout both 

performances.    

 

A key component to this endeavour was that it may clearly demonstrate the eight 

elements earlier identified in PEM, with a focussed directive in regards to exhibiting 

commercial traits.  The intention of this research represented a `beta-test’ of the TMP 

system’s workability and the extent to which it supports Comprovisation.  Having 

proven to be accommodating in this realm, further development and experimentation 

beckons in regards to the emergent technologies of server and browser based systems, 

improved LAS, curated and focussed musical content, and the performance of such 

work in public environments.  The issue of copyright ownership in regards to works 

created and the use of pre-composed material will require serious consideration as this 

pursuit unfolds. 

 

5.3 Future Opportunities 
 

The multifaceted nature of the TMP environment used in this research offers 

numerous opportunities for alteration, collaboration and experimentation.  The 

immediate course of action is to deliver this network performance process in public 

venues with the aim of integrating a refined TMP system that yields commercial 
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results.  Areas inviting future research include the function and role performed by 

additional, analogous performers at each node, and the influence an audience may 

inflict on a TMP environment. Audiences witnessing such a performance may be 

located at either node, or as distant observers over the internet, each with a unique 

position to alter the ensuing Comprovisation.  Audience members may even have the 

opportunity to volunteer their music (stems) to be performed by others, or indeed 

established artists could lend their pre-composed stems to be `re-mixed’ in a TMP.  

Raising the profile and awareness through live performance would also facilitate a 

community based engagement of TMP’s.  This activity would serve to increase 

participant numbers, performance processes and serve to build a wealth of shared 

knowledge on the topic. As Pauline Oliveros indicates, “there are more and more 

intrepid travellers willing to suffer the ‘head banging’ and communication difficulties 

that are part of this emerging field” (Oliveros, P., 2009, pg. 433).  To expedite this 

reality, initiatives will also be undertaken to invite representatives of academia 

(globally), to engage in this manner of performance and in turn exchange concepts 

and feedback regarding ways in which it may be improved. 

 

It has been noted that due to only the beta node experiencing Tempo Divergence, 

purists of EDM would be better advised to attend the Alpha node whereas the more 

adventurous and `avant garde’ to experience the beta node.  Regardless, the aesthetic 

of Telematic networking and subsequent musical creation must be clearly advertised 

to the audience prior to a live event, to both promote the novelty of the performance, 

and to act as a disclaimer in regards to unintended divergence that may present itself 

throughout.   
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5.4 Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, this research has revealed promising avenues of investigation in the 

pursuit of supporting ongoing, networked Comprovisation between performers 

enabled to generate unique, engaging and creative forms of music.  A raft of evidence 

has been created in this exploration that supports the notion of a centralized, 

synchronous framework issuing MIDI data across an RTP enabled WAN medium to 

facilitate a duplex series of DAW environments. The answer to the research question 

is yes, thirty minutes of PEM may be Comprovised during a synchronous TMP using 

one bar quantization as a primary LAS.  The issue of network latency and the chaos 

that it invites into any TMP environ appears to be an endless and insatiable saga, 

however the trerrorism and `head-banging’ routine of avenue exploration appears to 

slowly reveal a series of actions that if suitably engaged will support the eventual 

realisation of synchronous music creation between performers situated in any location 

on the globe.   

 

Refining the Telematic infrastructure allowed for the creation of this unique and 

customised DAW environment, however it presents a further raft of questions and 

areas to explore in regards to improving and evolving the system.  Curating pre-

composed audio to align with certain genres, exploring server based chronotope 

support, roles of additional performers and audience members, the study of Telematic 

Culture and establishing commercial autonomy are but a few areas that beckon for 

further development.  TMP appears to be crossing a threshold of technology and 

participation, whereby future engagement and the ensuing creation of musical 

expression may well be a commonplace activity throughout global human culture. 
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Appendix: 
 

Appendix A – Log of All Sessions 2017 
 
# Date Details 
1 17/01/11 CREATION OF Ableton Template for development with Ehsan (2nd performer) 

 17/02/14  
2 17/02/24 170224 

David Haberfield 
MIDI portal is possible 
It’s a matter of process and infrastructure engagement. 

3 17/03/08 170309 Things to consider tweaking/changing for thesis 
Use of genre of music (techno/trance/fwonk vs 1-4 bar based melodic routines) 
 Thesis will then move more smoothly on a EDM structural foundation 
 Negates the switch between 1/2 to whole bar grid quantise 
 I will need to import stems and or genre based sound sets to achieve this 
 Lack of structure will allow for a much freer presentation 
Have one performance trance/techno and the other 1-4 bar based melodic routines This will allow 
for the comparison of “success” of performance  
 The purpose of the research could be validating the ability for this method to support a specific 
genre 
Focus Purely on the IP midi transfer components 
How about I pick 5 genres of EDM such as  
 70bpm Dub Step 
 95bpm Trip Hop/Downtempo 
 125bpm PsyTrance/Techno 
 150bpm Break Beat 
 180bpm Jungle/Drum&Bass 
 
 and compare if using a 1 bar grid global quantize will accomodate these commercial genres in 
an NMP environment!!! 
Additional elements to consider: 
 I am yet to achieve successful delivery of LaunchPad Pro data across the internet 
 This can be challenged via new resources outlined in George’s list of crew 
 I ultimately want to enjoy this process - performance is going to be way more fun 
 I want to develop this concept into a commercially valid entity - I need to either create amazing 
gigs or compose excellent music. Probably more the former due to the inclusive nature of this principle. 
 I will need to publish multiple papers  
 There is A LOT of scope to explore how this principle can accommodate other performance 
styles (modular, analogue, genres, locations, etc) with crew also looking to write more articles 
 I need to get more active in Academia.com and Researchgate.com to identify similar themes, 
willing partners and new concepts. 
 I will need to collaborate A LOT and most likely travel to achieve this. 

4 17/03/23 See doc for notes on thesis presentation sem 1 
5 17/04/01 Shortlist of contenders for various styles 

DUB STEP - 70bpm 
1701 160114 B 1  (57bpm -[114]) 
1701 160504 B Did It 4 NEW SONG - lovely BASS and MELODY - (78bpm) 
1701 161108 B Cruise Bash Chiller NEW SONG -  FUNKY (80bpm) 
1701 161113 B Blazer NEW SONG (84bpm) 
1701 161123 B Bouncin NEW SONG (84 bpm) 
TRAP - DUB REGGAE - 85bpm 
1701 160220 B Em FUNK Lyric (82bpm) 
1701 161023 B The Shniz 12min CARRY (88 bpm) 
1701 B FOCUS - SWING - (85 bpm) 
JUST A FEELING (88 bpm) 
Em FUNK (83 bpm) 
TRIP HOP (95bpm) 
1701 160201 B 3 new songs (three great riffs here) (102bpm) 
1701 160423 B Great Goove NEW SONG - BASSLINE BASSLINE - (108bpm) 
1701 160819 2 B Free Bird Love COM COY - (109 - 115bpm bpm) 
KEEP WALKING (101bpm) 
GARGANTUWAN (107 bpm) 
ACID JAZZ   (110bpm) 
1701 160722 2 B DJ NEW SONG - SICK BASSLINE - 105bpm) 
1701 160324 3 B Group NEW SONG 1 - great stems - (107bpm) 
1701 160324 4 B Group NEW SONG 1 **BASSLINE BASSLINE** (107bpm) 
1701 160224 B Nothing Going on Here 4 new song    (118bpm) 
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COM COY (117 bpm) 
DEEP HOUSE (120bpm) 
1701 160429 B Group Mix ALL MY LOVE - 2 BASSLINES - (122bpm) 
1701 151228 Stronger (transition from this to- next bpm) 
1701 161210 2 B Bumpin GAME CHANGER - MIx w Acid Jazz  - (123 bpm) 
ALL MY LOVE (need to speed up to 120bpm) 
GAME CHANGER (122 bpm) 
MINIMAL TECHNO  (130bpm) 
ACID TECHNO (140bpm) 
BREAKBEAT (150bpm) 
JUNGLE  (160bpm) 
DRUM&BASS (180bpm) 
Gabba TECHNO (200+) 

6 17/04/08 STEPS  TO REBUILD 
1 - create two or more midi channels specifically to port info 
 (Send J74 on one and Rcv J74 on other) 
2 - I need to establish a loop back midi device  
 Ableton midi in/out I want this available as an option 
Standalone M4Live Send to route the CC data etc outside of Ableton - quicker, more stable etc…. 
With Standalone M4L send & receive I also have the option of selecting particular inputs 
Pair of midi tracks in Ableton that serve sync ONLY - one send and one receive 
PERTH  
Get sessions running in time 
Timestamped video - go to timeanddate.com screen cast this to identify latency 
This will establish particular latency effect  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NEWFOUND INFO 
Late  90’s midi monitor/librarian  
http://www.midiox.com 
OVERVIEW OF advanced MIDI Messages 
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/midi-tutorial/advanced-messages 
I HAVE SECOND INSTALLATION ACCESS FOR 
Ableton Live 9    DONE 
Rob Papen Predator  not yet 
Zebra    not yet 
Serum    not yet  xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx 
ADDITIONAL PERIPHERAL INFO 
MIDI IN/OUT FOR M4L - downloaded 2 plugins TAKE A LOOK 
https://cycling74.com/toolbox/midi-inout-for-maxforlive/#.WOyo8VJL1GE 
IN DEPTH LOOK AT CODING MAX for API 
RESTful API for MIDI Controller 
http://rjpw.github.io/2015/02/02/visual-architect/ 
BANDLAB - a file sharing platform more than real-time interactive 
https://www.bandlab.com 
INTERESTING DISCUSSION ON OSC —> MIDI converters 
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/1088554/Using-the-Windows-MIDI-SYSEX-API-in-NET 
QUINTET OVER THE INTERNET 
https://quintetnet.hfmt-hamburg.de/wiki/projects/quintetnet/Quintetnet.html 
INFO on QUINTET 
https://quintetnet.hfmt-hamburg.de/wiki/pages/_8S9P8/Intro.html 

7 17/04/11 170414 - Research notes 
Zivix - manufactured a wireless Bluetooth MIDI transfer system 
 title the PUC 
Chrome WEB MIDID - tutorial showing old mate with midi in/out messages  
BOOK - WIRELESS NETWORKED MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
this could be good - approx $85 to purchase - not yet available in libraries 
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-10-0335-6_5 
Ok, 
WEB MIDI API - is this a potential option? (GOOGLE CHROME) 
https://www.midi.org/articles/about-web-midi 
https://github.com/fitcevents/webu-
2016/blob/master/MIDI%20is%20Staging%20a%20Comeback…%20in%20Your%20Browser!.md 
https://webaudio.github.io/web-midi-api/#MIDIOptions 
BOMEbox 
http://www.bome.com/products/bomeboxhttp://www.bome.com/products/bomebox 
Is it feasible to grab data from altered CC values (from a local midi environment) and OSC to trace these 
parameter changes, then send this information into the internet?? 
http://sonicbloom.net/en/livegrabber-to-sendreceive-osc-in-ableton-live/ 
OPEN SOURCE CONTROL (OSC) 
http://wiki.bigfug.com/view/Plugins:Osc 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Sound_Control 
APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE 
USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL 
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User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is part of the Internet Protocol suite used by programs running on different 
computers on a network. UDP is used to send short messages called datagrams but overall, it is an 
unreliable, connectionless protocol. UDP is officially defined in RFC 768 and was formulated by David P. 
Reed. 
OSC vs MIDI 
http://www.ucapps.de/midibox_osc.html 
TOUCH OSC 
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/touchosc/id288120394?mt=8 
LIVE CONTROL 
http://livecontrol.q3f.org 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJkD0I5vqFk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evxdnw1L4ms 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwzuqvHYN-U 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Fiwz5-neGk 
http://intro.novationmusic.com/harry-coade?overlay=walkthrough-pads 
TOUCHABLE 
http://www.touch-able.com 
Representational State Transfer (REST) 
MIDIPAL - software MIDI processor 
http://mutable-instruments.net/midipal/manual 
How to change SysEx MIDI data on a device from Ableton Live 
For devices that don’t accept CC messages, it can bypass this using SysEx 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQvJFkI2PCo 
www.snoize.com/ 
MIDI router and processor for iOS - is going through the phone a potential way to transfer the midi and 
controller data (would this bypass the necessity for port forwarding? - Using Link to connect the phone to 
the environment at one end, then route the messages over The Internet?????) 
http://www.midiflow.com/documentation/ 
Google Developers 
https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2015/04/permissions-api-for-the-web 
has this to say about midi sysex transfer 
“Midi allows a sysex parameter. This indicates whether you need to and/or receive system exclusive 
messages. For midi this would be: 
navigator.permissions.query({name:'midi', sysex:true})      
WIRELESS MIDI 1.0 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3466/wireless-midi 
MIDI track in live dedicated to receive a certain midi channel 
— may need to install M4L plugin to route cc/sysex info too — 
Output of this is routed through to iAC or NET MIDI (virtual port) 
outside of Live there is stand alone MAX (J74 send/receive or INTERNET MIDI) 
This is then forwarded to the net (where port forwarding allows for the message to pass) 

8 17/04/13 M4Live potential plugins (see M4L Promising —> INternet MIDI) 
1 
CC PARAM Control Bank (bypassess Albeton midi mapping and allows for multiple mappings of both h/w 
and parameter) 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3186/cc-param-control-bank 
2 
CC and toggle to MIDI Notes 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/2566/cc-and-toggle-to-midi-notes 
3 
DRK MUSIC ON THE AIR 
This device transmits osc messages (midi notes and controls) externaly by wifi (no internet needed), so 
any wifi capable device like another computer with music or video software, smartphone, tablets can 
receive them and you can make streaming audio transmission by internet 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/2777/drk-music-on-the-air 
4 
JL UDP BRIDGE 
receive and transmit sysex between external synths and max for live devices 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3138/jl-udp-bridge 
5 
INCREASE/DECREASR TEMPO BY 1 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/2454/increase-and-decrease-tempo 
6 
M4L MIDI 2.0 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3012/m4l-midi 
http://sigabort.co/m4l_tools.html 
7 
midi cc hijack 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/4095/cc-hijack 
https://www.jeffcaylor.com/resources/cchijack 
8 
MIDI OSC SENDER 
http://maxforlive.com/library/device/4092/midi-osc-sender 
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9 
MIDI CC Tool .02 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3945/midi-cc-tool 
10 
M4L Sysex by Guy 
Send and receive MIDI SYSEX from ABLETON LIVE in Windows using UDP. 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/2832/m4l-sysex 
11 
CC Mapper 1.1 
Convert a CC control stream from one value to another 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/4073/cc-mapper 
https://www.ableton.com/en/packs/connection-kit/ 

 POTENTIAL 
WIRELESS MIDI 1.0 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3466/wireless-midi 
Link MIDI Devices 
https://gumroad.com/l/ya_MGroup 
M4L Connection Kit (IS THIS FOR A/V MORE THAN MIDI??) 
https://www.ableton.com/en/packs/connection-kit/ 
MIDI ROUTER - Source DEVICE 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/2545/midi-router-source-device 
MIDI over the internet 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3350/midi-over-the-internet-wip 
Manua MIDI Mapper 1.1 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/index.php?type=midi&pc=50 
MIDI Monitor by Guy 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/index.php?type=midi&pc=51 
api Server 1.0.4 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3809/apiserver 
Programs Map 1.0 - Potential for last resort NMP 
http://www.maxforlive.com/library/device/3809/apiserver 

9 17/04/14 170414 - Research notes 
Zivix - manufactured a wireless Bluetooth MIDI transfer system 
 title the PUC 
Chrome WEB MIDID - tutorial showing old mate with midi in/out messages  
BOOK - WIRELESS NETWORKED MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
this could be good - approx $85 to purchase - not yet available in libraries 
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-10-0335-6_5 

 

 
170414 PERTH TEST 
ALERT - Initial set up RED FLAG 
Long delays for Ehsan’s computer to stop beachballing - even before any connection was made 
Ableton was hanging - all midi devices deactivated, new restart attempted too 
After restart and refresh (my computer seems to be glitching upon restart - display is zoomed in 400% 
and very slow too respond, I have to detach all products and refresh and restart) things worked better. 
PORT FORWARDING 
Initially attempted a link via IP address - unsuccessful -  
 then attempted port forwarding through the TP-Link device 
  Inclusive of Service Port (as seen by the M4L devices in Ableton) 
    IP address as per the Sys Pref —> Network page 
    Internal Port (as per the M4L devices  
    Protocol - TCP or UDP (we were using UDP) 
    WAN of pppoe_35_1_d 
Once this was set up, the respective IP addresses were entered into the M4L J74 AU send device 
 With the Monitor set to in for each, we selected Brassile (Ableton - sounds - Brass ) 
 This was allocated to both the send and the receive 
We used a combination of  
  Skype (screen cast) 
  Mobile phone call (phones off the wireless net) 
  www.timeanddate.com set to Melbourne at both locations 
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  Quicktime screen capture to evidence the procedure 
  Ableton Live w M4L 
Once we established Transport Control interaction  
 The ability to transfer note data to play the instrument at both locations was possible\ It 
was noted that there was minimal latency 
 AGAIN latency was more noticeable between the telephonic connection 
  i.e. if GP plays a note on a 3 count, the note would sound prior to hearing the 3 
We decided to play 3 blind mice, with E starting by a 4 count (played) 
 Initially there was a noticeable latency 1-200 msec 
 After a few attempts we decided to perform the piece 5 times in a row, each w count in 
 PHENOMENON - we noticed that the longer we played, the less latency there was 
 This appeared remarkable, less latency across telephony and MIDI environment 
After 3 Blind Mice we decided to perform this routine to a click track of 70bpm 
 Again we noticed that the longer we played, the more the tracks synced 
 PHENOMENON - after repeating this several times, it appeared to occur as observed until on 
several occasions it went the other way and became hideously out of time. 
  I put this to the interference of NETWORK JITTER on the environment 
 NJ once this had played its card, a distinct dislocation of musicality occured 
 This challenged the immediate interplay, however only concerning immediate interplay 
CONCEPT 
We theorized a dove-tailing of infrastructure - and how this would relate to the performance roles  
 One machine would be master clock,  
  the other would respond to this but then send melody data 
   The other would then primarily route CC data 
 By doing this we can circumvent the the data flow obstacles, and have one rely on the other, as 
the information snakes between the two environments 
CONCEPT 
We acknowledged the concept of where MIDI inputs / outputs / M4L send/rec sit in the “stream” flow (up 
or down) and how this will affect the infrastructure 
 It appears that a M4L send will need isolate the midi message prior to delivery 
  delivery seems to be a generic midi send (bereft of channel etc.) 
   When grabbed it will need to be realigned with a midi channel etc 
MAX & M4L 
There is no end of options re INHOUSE max plugins or STANDALONE max plugins 
  This will take further research and experimentation - both between my two laptops 
and between E and me. 
CLOUD ENVIRONMENT 
It was also considered that the environment exist in the cloud and be accessed by the two locations via 
OSC control (similar to Web MIDI) 
BERLIN TEST 3 
When in Berlin we need to set up a GRID QUANTIZE SCENARIO -  
  This will allow us to see if the premise of grid quantise is effective 
  Need selected and shared MIDI loops 
  Run at tempos of 60 / 90 / 120 / 150 / 180 bpm 
  3 Blind Mice 
  Choose an instrument for each GP (each of us have a unique voice) 
 PROCESS 
  Attempt note transfer -  
   MIDI learn note to clip play (1 BAR quantize) 
  BOLT on STAND ALONE MAX (SAM) - check “170413 M4L potential plugins” 
   2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10 
    These may allow for diverting CC (fed straight from device) and 
into personal IP, via internal MIDI track and routed to other location 
  Attempt to control CLIP trigger via CC 
  Attempt to use LaunchPad Pro (LPP) as CC controller 
   If this fails use as standalone MIDI sender

 
Above is a click track with audio appearing prior to each beat. 
Divergence of tempo from the shared clock scenario, player playing in time but notes appearing early 
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10 17/04/18 

 
11 17/05/03 170503 Articles Reflection 

 
http://llllllll.co/t/network-music/2160/32       lines.co - network music discussion page -  
 
Hello, I am currently completing my Masters of Music (Contemporary Performance) at the Box Hill 
Institute of Music in Melbourne Australia. 
I am focusing on a NMP system engaging Ableton Live, M4L and various peripherals, with the aim of 
transferring controller and MIDI performance data across The Internet between two such identical DAW 
set-ups.  Using a one bar quantise I wish to test to see if each location are able to synchronously co-
compose/perform a single musical product. 
 
Weinbergs enumeration of various network configuration: 
The largest category for consideration is whether or not the network architecture is centralized or 
decentralized. Centralized networks often function in a more traditional manner, mainly serving to 
duplicate traditional modes of performance and interaction.  

 
 
Definitely need to confirm the processes of communication within the NMP (telephone - although tests 
show it is has greater latency) 
 
 
OSC - Supercollider - Yig is a client to this 
YIG (for example) uses UDP (user datagram protocol) based OSC (Open Source Control) messages to 
ensure a high-speed transfer. 
Without any steps taken to address dropped UDP packets (network jitter etc) divergence increases over 
time (a la Perth test) -  YIG address this issue  YIG uses the OSCthulu server and client system for OSC 
synchronisation. 
Benefits of this are a simple API (Application Programming Interface) and a server based synchronisation 
(HUB) - OSC messages are sent first to a local OSCthulu client (altering local state information) then to 
the OSCthulu server directly before being broadcast to the entire network. 
Because the server runs on a rented machine on the open internet it bypasses many of the problems 
systems such as OSCgroups have with Routers and Firewalls blocking traffic. 
A SYNCHRONISATION CYCLE EVERY 1000ms ENSURES STATE MIRRORING ACROSS THE 
NETWORK SO THAT PACKET LOSS IS ADJUSTED 
 
ESP GRID  
https://github.com/d0kt0r0/EspGrid 
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EspGrid is a software system to streamline the sharing of timing, beats and code in electronic ensembles, 
from duos and trios through larger laptop orchestras to globally distributed ensembles. 
Here's how it works: Each member of the ensemble runs the EspGrid software on any computers they are 
using. Behind the scenes, all of the individual copies of EspGrid talk to each other and run various 
algorithms to estimate timing differences between them, as well as to share things like musical definitions 
and events. Then, other software can "ask" EspGrid about the situation (using a simple OSC protocol), 
receiving an accurate answer while being shielded from much of the complexity of the question. 
 
A number of features distinguish EspGrid from most other synchronization and sharing systems for 
electronic music: 
• a collection of different algorithms to estimate time differences are included, and can be selected on 

the fly 
• it is a freestanding application, not built on top of or dependent upon, common audio programming 

environments 
• a rudimentary "bridge" system allows the construction of ensembles spanning local-area/wide-area 

networks 
 
https://www.artsmesh.com 
https://www.netpd.org/About 
LANDINI -  
http://econtact.ca/16_3/narveson-trueman_landini.html 
INTERFACE.JS 
Int 
NEXUSUI 
 
Controlling a MIDI CC in Ableton LIve with an Arduino Uno 
http://www.instructables.com/id/Controlling-a-MIDI-CC-in-Ableton-Live-with-an-Ardu/ 
Step by step instructions 
 
OSCULATOR 
https://osculator.net 
QUICK START guide - https://osculator.net/doc/quickstart:start#midi_control_changes 
FAQ - https://osculator.net/doc/faq 
FORUM - https://osculator.net/forum/ 
 
OSCular 
https://isotonikstudios.com/erasermice/erasermice-collection/oscular-series/# 

12 17/05/06 Registered with Artsmesh 
BIO posted on Artsmesh 
Hello,  I am a professional musician of twenty years living in Melbourne Australia.  Primarily a drummer, I 
have also studied piano, music theory, music production, voice and guitar.  I began toying with audio 
software on a Commodore Amiga in 1989 and in time have worked on multiple software platforms before 
settling into Ableton Live for the last 12 years.  I have performed live for 3000+ gigs in genres ranging 
from rock, EDM (Drum&Bass, techno), funk, punk, jazz from clubs to stadiums and I also composed a 
piece performed by the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.  I have always been fascinated with the role of 
technology and music, I purchased my first Roland V-Drum set in 1998 and have used this to perform live 
electronica in various forms ever since.  Recent developments in midi controllers and bandwidth 
availability have drawn me towards the principle of NMP, which I am now focussing on for my Masters 
Research. 

13 17/06/04 170604 meeting @ Ehsans 
 
Points to discuss -  
Try Ableton Link Jam - LAN and see how this goes -  
 What gets transferred - sysex - CC etc. 
Try an internet connection with M4L  
 Infrastructure inside of Ableton - simplify - mdi routing 
 Arranging times - emphasise the importance of communication 
Set up a network as such  

 
 
When opening a directory I entered my IP address 192.168.0.10 and the port of 6001 
Ehsan mirrored this on his machine (PC using an app that mimics the layout of this Apple page) 
I appeared and we both could communicate 
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In Ableton I appeared as Network (Net MIDI 1) and switched Track & remote ON for INPUT 
                                                                            and switched Track, Sync & Remote ON for OUTPUT 
I was the master and Ehsan functioned in response 
We then could exchange note, aftertouch, CC data (effortlessly in LAN mode) 
I used the USER screen on the LaunchPad Pro to map to the play button on the group scene -we decided 
creating midi tracks within each group that play the same midi note as is used to trigger the scene, yet 
this time sending it specifically to the Net MIDI 1 link 
We decided the allocating of MIDI channels to various roles (note play, temp alterations, CC, synths, 
effects etc.) would be prudent to deny the chances of looped midi messages etc. 

14 17/06/13 170613 - MASTERS NOTES 
We are like a shiva with multiple arms at each node, listening to the product of each other and 
contributing to the shared musical output. 
Ableton can be aligned to capture chosen midi data and to be a conduit for it to arrive at an intended and 
specific location, for precise and creative manifestations. 

15 17/06/18 170618 - Session w Ehsan 
http://midishare.sourceforge.net/doc/ 
http://www.ucapps.de/midibox_osc.html 
Ideal Outcomes -  
successful testing of: 
 + CC and performance data over WAN 
 + Master / Slave - can this be avoided with pure midi exchange - 
  Rebuild a test set that has no master or slave and  
 + MIDI channel architecture that funnels info on diff channels to trigger clips, transport, effects 
 what is the most refined way of demonstrating this? 
 + Search for divergence 
  Record a playing session 

16 17/07/14 170714 - Ehsan Session 
A- B 
 Track activation scenes on LaunchPad 
 MIDI for sending and another to receive  
Change recording tracks to RECORD MIDI  
 Dual synths - one listens another plays? 
Beset  w Beachball issues to commence 
 (Solar Flare in progress) 
LATER - 
 Experiment w LINK over an internet connection 
MAP SL MkII  
 Output from ABleton (remote LED toggle control) 
 Triggering recording from both locations 
 Remapping MIDI 
Achieved 
 Synth activation (cc data from SL mk II) 
 Significant Infrastructure redesign 
 MIDI channel allocation 
 MAIN MIDI port channel (far right of environment) 
 Alpha & Beta naming convention 
 Triggering song sections from each location 
 Triggering percussion samples from each location 
 on the cusp of triggering recording from each location 

17 17/07/17 170718 meet w George 
Discussed plan of Thesis, structure (incl exegesis) 
Very Much on track, updated G on infrastructure developments etc. 
G updated me on his health requirements (procedure) and we developed an approach to accommodate 
any incapacity on his behalf. 
I need to email George saying 
 I intend to create 1 hr performance 
  this will generate 2 hrs of product 
 As well as writing 7-10,000 word exegesis 
 Will this be enough?? 
He spoke of meticulous archiving of all activities 
Need to commercialise the output (this will present greater currency in the field) 
PhD not essential, that I will achieve/enjoy more if I compose and perform in the next ten years. 
 
George mentioned the cross-discipline studies of disparate fields in relation to composition - in that the 
stimulus of triggers could be harnessed from multiple sources. 

18 17/07/27 Creation of Cardboard template using hand held images 
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19 17/07/28 170728 - E Sesh (is this the last test session???) 

AIMS -  
 To complete set up of MIDI record a-b 
 finalise process of  playing 
     triggering 
     recording 
     Effects 
 Template for this is confirmed for Matt to run a build 
 Book in Dates in Sept for 2 x performances 
 Confirm ideal days for regular run through 
 Write down below the premise for each of the processes 
Item Process Notes 
Playing Simple MIDI to instrument  
Triggering Alpha - Beta 

MIDI channel separation (see excel)  
Recording   Effects      SAVE NEW SETTINGS AT START OF EACH SESION 

Hit Space to trigger play mode BEFORE hitting any triggers (Beta will always be a bar behind otherwise) 
Factors of time and internet usage in each territory need to be considered  
Master midi clip stop 
Ehsan is talking about getting off the 1 bar quantize and using a looper plugin to run our improvisations in 
real time 
I had never considered this but if so I will get v-drums into action and real time jamming is promising! 
Noticing the bass line was in tune when the beats were out (bass was recorded over the top) 

20 17/08/11 170811 - Ehsan Jam 
Step 1 we checked internet connectivity via phone tether (matts phone) 
 We created a new link in the directory of bonjour 
  I typed Ehsans IP address 
   Connection was made  
    Ableton was able to trigger ehsans environment 
     Unexpectedly he was able to trigger mine (loop start 
only, not note, whereas I had note triggering to his). 
 ALSO not quite sure why the controller data exchange is working - wing and a prayer 
I need to set up drum pads to select 
 different templates 
 sending on sequential channels  
   1 BASS 
   2 HARM 
   3 MEL 
 This bupasses need to go into global window. 
TO DO: 
 Big Fat MIDI Learn Session 
  Learn our way through all rows of the benchmark column 
 Then comes sound design (synths) 
   Following this is one more midi learn session 
   Map all of the synth parameters to ideal sound design 

21 17/08/12 170812 - TEST INFRASTRUCTURE 
ehsans IP is 58.7.132.52 6001 
Port forwarding - ehsans analogy, I come knocking at his IP address and when he answers we’re 
connected due to his port forwarding 
I need to learn about dynamic IP - to understand how IP allocation may change for any devices 

22 17/08/19 170819 - Ehsan Session  
AIM - to build upon template process set last session 
  MIDI map scene stop buttons to SL stop keys (bottom row under fader) 
Remember: 
 Synth switching process is different now that eacch output channel plays a synth 
  We’re only going to use 8 synths for this system (BBBHHALL) 
Discussed live Favebook live streaming 
 Ehsan has ;earnt the process  
  OBS - freeware Open Broadcast Studio 
   iPhones as webcams (multiple) 
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    Go into studio mode and add extra cameras (stream capture) 
    Flick on each and transition between (with fades, effects etc.) 
Possibility to record our peformance 
 I send a stream to ehsan and he records it and broadcasts via NBN connection (week away) 
Compare tempo maps of each performance - 
 This will give a good signal due to multiple tempos in the setlist (tempo variation) 
  This also allows for the identification of events “on the grid” to identify bar number, 
and how long a subsequent messages takes to manifest at the other location 
 Compare: 
  CC information - the required MASTER  tracks need to be allocated 
  MIDI notes (should I set up MIDI tracks that record all midi - notes, CC etc) 

23 17/08/31 Review of EXCEL SL MkII MIDI Controller info (see file in Appendix) 
24 17/09/01  160901 E Sesh - Final Build 

TO DO - 
 Allocate SL MkII “stop” buttons 1-8 to respective clip stop  
   (Aud (Beats Bass Harm Mel)   
   Rec (Perc Bass Harm Mel) 
 Allocate a single midi note to activate the  
 Map Synth on/off CC to new set up (Chan 1 Bass 1-5, Chan 2 Harm 1-5, Chan 3 Mel 1-5) 
POST TO DO -  
 Renumber all Scenes (1 Alpha > 1 Beta >  2 Alpha > 2 Beta etc.) down RHS and colour code a 
grade scale of 8 colours to identify each song 
CONCEPT -  
 Remove EXT Control from Alpha 
  ClyphX needs to be installed on Beta machine 
  Allocate SL MkII Transport controls to CC transfer between Alpha Beta 
  Allocate ClyphX Tempo Controls  

25 17/09/04 the CC messages from the x/y pad and mod wheel / pitch bend are being sent on keyboard channel 2 (for 
the harm bank sounds) and keyboard channel 3 for the lead bank sounds. 
Do we want the CTRL channel for tempo changes?  we can still access the tempo control through the 
transport buttons on the SL MkII. 
Add in an Ableton Limiter at the end of the Master Channel FX chain 
Mao the Perc loops STOP BUTTON (SL MkII stop pad 5) to also stop the fills channel 
Allocate the Kick / Beats / Perc / Fills clips = 4 per song (lite to heavy, short to long) 
  Use dB change on kicks if fewer than four per song 
  keep the beats funky 
Include the Keyboard Channel info (updated) into the excel chart 
 Mod wheel and PB controller relates to Keyboard Channel of each bank (BASS / HARM / MEL)   
                              Ch 1      Ch 2    Ch 3 
 The X/Y pad controller stays on MIDI channel 1 

26 17/09/06 170906 - MIDI notes 
IN BOUNCED MASTER BUS RECORDING - From 3 min to 4 min is a PERFECT example of Telematic 
performance 
Check all knobs in the SL mk II esp FX (ensure the midi channel & CC are to spec) 
 This can be done in the SL MkII Editor program (much quicker and then loaded in) 
Stop buttons for the various song/loop sections weren’t operating 
Need to align MIDI clips and MIDI mapping to the Kick / Beats / Perc / Fills tracks 
SYNTHS - recording - Ehsan was jittery about doing this, I propose it happens from now on 
MIDI ROUTING - recording - Ehsan was jittery about doing this, I propose it happens from now on 
BEGIN considering the process of capturing the data for each performance 
TRY a session  
  with M4L deactivated 
  with 16th note record switched off (or set to 32 note) 
Rotary dial for FX 8 (top row) was triggering the first song section loop. 
 Regulatory issue with this particular environment was the interference the spastic mod wheel 
was providing by streaming a ceaseless carriage of noise throughout the entire time it was switched 
on.  Bypassed by using the second SL MkII and saving the template to the SL MkII Template Editor 
application. 
 
Overall the recording quality was excellent and once Ehsan began to play over the top it sounded great at 
this end!!   
**He mentioned he deleted his product at his end due to it being inferior ($%^&*) but I presume it will be 
stored in his audio sample folder. 
 
The synth CC information was working, albeit it jittery at times, we need to spend more time developing 
thematic ideas, looping them and molding the song as it develops. 
 Once a BASS / HARM / MEL loop is recorded, all of the X/Y and Mod/PB data messages will 
still be effective!!!   TEST THIS 
 
Evidence recorded inside of Ableton 
 Song section triggering - YES - able to clarify the delay from one end to the next 
 Song Sectino  7 MIDI - the note triggered here can be confirmed as to when it happened and 
how long the section took to manifest at the other node. 
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 The same above also applies to Kick / Beats / Perc / Fills tracks  
CC data recording - MASTERS Group - YES - this indicates the use, timing and similarity of envelopes 
being triggered throughout the performance, comparison simple and easy from point A to B. 
 

27 17/09/08 170908 - Ehsan Session  
 FINAL BUILD 
Check all knobs in the SL mk II esp FX (ensure the midi channel & CC are to spec) 
 This can be done in the SL MkII Editor program (much quicker and then loaded in) 
Stop buttons for the various song/loop sections weren’t operating 
Need to align MIDI clips and MIDI mapping to the Kick / Beats / Perc / Fills tracks 
SYNTHS - recording - Ehsan was jittery about doing this, I propose it happens from now on 
MIDI ROUTING - recording - Ehsan was jittery about doing this, I propose it happens from now on 
BEGIN considering the process of capturing the data for each performance 
TRY a session  
  with M4L deactivated 
  with 16th note record switched off (or set to 32 note) 
Tether experiment to ensure WAN is delivering all it shoud 
We discovered that  
 The remote control script for LIve for (REMOTE SL) reserves midi channels and notes that we 
have selected to assign midi CC messages.  Live detects this script upon each opening of the software. 
 Either we have this as a protocol to switch off each time, or delete the Remote SL scripts from 
the Ableton Folder in the Library. 

28 17/09/11 170911 - CoteLeen Session 
Points of Note: 
 Try recording MIDI on  
   SYNTHS 
   MIDI ROUTING  
I’ve noticed the Arp FX dial (7 top RHS) is only affecting the arp on Bank 1 (BASS) 
 This is using the KeyPORT as a conduit, on Channel 11 still 
  Next session transfer this to U1 M1 as per the allocation on the stop buttons 
Need to  
Next sesssion after: 
 Final routing 
 Purging superfluous audio regions 
 minimising clips tracks etc 
WE NEED TO  
 Ensure  - ALL synths are in off position 
  - all effects are off  
  - ALL effects are in ideal start point (i.e. LP filters wound all the way out etc…) 
  - Set has been COLLECT ALL AND SAVED -  
   Make a new folder etc with ONLY required audio, synths etc to be used. 

29 17/09/12 170912 - EXPERIMENT 
Steps 
 1 - Open MASTERS group - ensure each volume fader per track is on 0 dB 
 2 - Delete all recorded clips 
 3 - Stop all clips 
 4 - DELETE channel 75 (MIDI channel I inserted whilst trying to enable stop buttons) 
 5 - Delete all SCENES a further 2 scenes below SONG 8 (down RHS)  
 6 - Save 
 7 - Create a NEW MIDI CHANNEL in each of Groups (SONGS / BASS / HARM / MEL) 
  Set to Channel 12 (master control channel) 
  Create a set of MIDI note clips to play to activate the STOP button 
   Map this to the opposite DAW 
  On original DAW map the stop button to both this clip and to the STOP BUTTON in 
the DAW 
 8 - KICK / BEATS / PERC groups 
   Remove the last sample of each (bottom Alpha/Beta row) 
    This will mean pressing the “grey” clip on the launch pad will 
trigger an empty clip to be played therefore stopping any others playing. 
 For songs that already have a space available:  
   re-create a named MIDI NOTE clip (in sequence) 
   Map this MIDI NOTE controller to the respective DAW as a stop button  
This will then function as a stop for Kicks / Beats / Perc (FILLS are not looped so not an issue). 
 9 - GO TO menu FILE - File Management 
   Check unused files  
   Delete any unused 
   Ensure a copy is made for any files from an external location 
    COLLECT ALL AND SAVE 
   Then make a pack of the .als 
    This can then be shared with others at half the size. 
 10 - Ensure when recording that the TRANSPORT record button is played as opposed to just 
the record button on the MAster Bus channel. 
Following this we had everything achieved except for the stop buttons for the BASS REC / HARM REC / 
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MEL REC 
30 17/09/17 170917 - Sunday Sessions 

1 — BASS REC / HARM REC / MEL REC 
  The clips we have in are on loop - switch this off 
   Should we allocate the midi channel for the stop to Ch 8 (LIKE SONG STOPS) 
2 - SONGS -  
 Beats track has a limiter on it set to 6msec LOOKAHEAD - either delete or reduce to 1.5 
  Do we want this on the other tracks in songs - ….?? 
 MEL 2 has a UTILITY on it set to left - remove this 
3 - MIDI ROUTER 
 Switch on REC ARM for SL MkII (BASS / HARM / MEL) 
 Why are there arpeggiators and MIDI FX racks on these channels??  REMOVE 
4 - MASTERS  
 Check the Live midi mapping parameters for the VOL FADERS to go to 0 not 6 dB 
  The SL Mk II has the faders set to stop at 108 - not at the Ableton end!!! 
 ALPHA Bass Port VOL FADER has the midi linked to 12/107 when it should be 12/112 - 
CHECK 
5 - beta load screen -  
 What devices are not enabled on beta machine? Dub Station etc… address this now. 
6 - ch PORT 
 79 MIDI at the Alpha end is sending out on MIDI ch 5 - is this still necessary? 
7 - MASTER FADER 
 The FabFilter Pro L is on the Alpha machine - replace this with Live Limiter (1.5) 
8 - Introduce the DARK MULTI TIME MONITOR on suitable track  
 capture time code and tempo fluctuations on beta node 
Minutia -  
 FUNNEL Group - copy limiter from B1 Funnel to H1 & M1 Funnel 
 Remove the final two scenes from below SONG 8 
 Remove all stop/record buttons from un recorded an unused tracks Including  
   MIDI tracks inside BASS / HARM / MEL REC channels (all but stop clip) 
   NET MIDI group 
   ch PORT 
 Rename the SONG 8 scenes to be STOP CLIPS - make mine the blue colour 
 Set my Kick / Beat / Perc stop clips to a deep navy blue 
 
DARK MULTI TIME MONITORhttp://maxforlive.com/library/device/3976/drk-multi-time-monitor-music-
clock-smpte-video 
Ehsans quantise source???? 
11/77  1/1 were troublesome midi  messages interferers 

31 17/09/21 PERFORMANCE 1  - BULLEEN TO NORTHCOTE 
32 17/09/24 170924 - Final PERF Perth/Mel 

Identify if Ehsan saved his 170921 beta FINAL Perf 1  the FIRST TAKE 
  Had about 8 min worth before we canned it. 
Turn OFF record enable in the SYNTHS groups 
     and MIDI ROUTE group 
sensory percussion 
 Comes with a plugin and you train the plugin to learn where you are hitting the skin 
  Get 5 zones of the drum head 

33 17/09/24 PERFORMANCE 2 – PERTH TO MELBOURNE 
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Appendix B – Ableton .als Files Generated in 2017 
 

Alpha Node Ableton Files Generated  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beta Node Ableton Files Generated 
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Appendix C – M4L Devices trialled 
 

Various Max4Live products trialled for the TMP/DAW  infrastructure 

J74 

AudioNet tools (these were used until RTP-MIDI) 
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Appendix D – LIVE QUANTIZE (M4L device) 
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Appendix E - MIDI mapping for All Synth Parameters 
 

Detail on specific Synth parameter MIDI mapping.  Identical at each node. 

1 BASS `1 BASS 1’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `1 Bass 1’ (Arp / Zebra / Comp / EQ 8 / Limiter)      
Device Paramete

r 
Synth Preset : 1 BASS FM 

Arp  

 
Rate 

 
Steps 

 
Zebra  

 
On/Off 

 
FM 
Depth  

EQ 8  

 
4 Gain A 

 
Limite

r 
 

 
Gain 
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2 BASS `1 Bass 3’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `1 Bass 3’ (Zebra / EQ 8 / Glue (Bass Punch))      
Device Parameter Synth Preset: 3 BASS Hoompah 
Zebra  

 
On / Off 

 
Cutoff 
(VCF1)  
Mod 
Depth 
(VCF1) 

 

Drive 
(VCF1)  
Key 
Follow 
(VCF1) 

 

EQ 8  

 
   

Glue C Bass 
Punch 
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3 BASS `2 Bass 1’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `2 Bass 1’ (Zebra / Glue 
Device Parameter Synth Preset: Bank 2 Bass 1 deuce 
Zebra  

 
On / Off 

 
Drive 
(VCF1) 

 

Cutoff 
(VCF1)  
Reso 
(VCF1)  
Loop 
(MSEG)  

WaveWarp 
(OSC 1)  

Glue C   

 
   

 
4 BASS `2 Bass 2’: 

 
Ableton Instrument Name: `2 Bass 2’ (Zebra / Glue) 
Device Paramete

r 
Synth Preset: 2 BASS 

Zebra  

 
 Device 
ON  
  

Glue 
C 
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1 HARM `1 HARM 2’: 

 
Ableton Instrument Name: `1 Harm 2’ (Serum / EQ 8 / Limiter) 
Device Paramete

r 
Synth Preset: 5 Chords 

Serum  

 
On / Off 

 
FX Fil 
Freq 
(Last in 
FX rack) 

 

FX Fil 
Reso 
(Res 
above) 

 

Delay 
Feedback 
(FX rack) 

 

Verb 
PDly (FX 
rack) 

 

   
EQ 8    

 
   

Limite
r 
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2 HARM `2 HARM 1’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `2 HARM 1’ (2 Harm 1 Ableton Pads and Glass / 
Freq Shift / Utility / EQ 8)      
Devic
e 

Parameter Synth Preset: Metal and Glass Pad Ableton (Sound Objects 
Lite) 

2 
Harm 

1 
Pads 
and 

Glass 
(macr

o) 

 

 

Device ON 
 

FM 
 

Modulate 
 

Freq 
Shifte

r 

 

 
Amount 

 
Ratio 

 
Utilit

y 
 

 
  

EQ 8  
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3 HARM `2 HARM 2’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `2 HARM 2’ (Old School Rhodes / EQ 8) 
Devic
e 

Paramete
r 

Synth Preset: Old School Roads Ableton (Core Library) 

Old 
Schoo

l 
Rhode 

 

 
Device 
ON  
   
   
   
   

   
EQ 8   

 
   

 
4 HARM `3 HARM 2’: 

 
Ableton Instrument Name: `3 HARM 2’ (Serum) 
Devic
e 

Paramete
r 

Synth Preset: Bank 3 – 5 Pad 2 

Serum  

 
Device 
ON  
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1 LEAD `1 LEAD 1’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `1 LEAD 1’ (Zebra / Spacebirds / Simple Delay / EQ 
8 / Comp)      
Devic
e 

Paramete
r 

Synth Preset: Bank 3 – 7 Lead 1   

Zebra  

 
Device 
ON  

Space 
Birds 

 

 
LFO 
Sync 
Rate 

 

Ring 
Mod  
Dry/Wet 

 
Simpl

e 
Delay 

 

 
  

EQ 8  

 
   

Comp  
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2 LEAD `1 LEAD 2’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `1 LEAD 2’ (Zebra / EQ 8 / Comp / Limiter) 
Devic
e 

Parameter Synth Preset: Syn 8 PP Lead   

Zebra  

 
Device 
ON  
Portament
o  
X1 

 
Y1  

EQ 8    

 
   

Comp  

 
  

Limite
r 
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3 LEAD `2 LEAD 1’: 
 
Ableton Instrument Name: `2 LEAD 1’ (Zebra / Limiter) 
Devic
e 

Parameter Synth Preset: Bank 2 Lead 1 Pipe   

Zebra  

 
Device 
ON  
Tune 
OSC3  
Vibrato 
OSC3 

 

Delay 
Feedback 
(FX 
Delay1) 

 

WaveWar
p (OSC3)  
 Mod 
Depth 2 
(?) 

 

 Cutoff (?) 
 

Limite
r 

 

 
  

 
4 Lead `3 HARM 2’: 

 
Ableton Instrument Name: `3 HARM 2’ (Serum) 
Devic
e 

Paramete
r 

Synth Preset: Bank 3 - 7 Lead 1   

Serum  

 
Device 
ON 
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Appendix F - Final Performance Set-up Protocol (Alpha & Beta) 
 
 
Final Performance: 
 
 
PRINCIPLE OF THIS PERFORMANCE: 
 SLOWLY SLOWLY 
 EXPLORE EACH SYNTH TONE - SO MANY OPTIONS< TAKE TIME  
 EHSAN primarily HARM & Lead 
 MATT Bass  
 
Each party to check and zero their sets 
 Master faders up 
 Synths are all off (check on/off toggle first) 
 All LP/HP filters are completely open 
  FX are all off 
 Quick check for no abhorrent MIDI mapping (MIDI learn view) 
 Make Sure LOOP function is OFF 
 
 www.timeanddate.com is in a reduced window, visible next to the latency details of  
 
Power up device 
Connect via the internet 
 Confirm connectivity at from each node 
Open Ableton Live 
 Preferences: 
  Ensure all devices are connected  
  Remove SL MkII from the devices list (all three columns) 
 Save doc with date and perf number  
 Initiate EXT button on beta DAW 
 Attempt play stop function from Alpha 
 Once in play mode, activate STOP ALL CLIPS 
 Save file 
 Ensure all external recording devices are enabled and positioned accordingly 
  Screen Capture 
  Facebook Live (on external internet connection) 
  Audio interface & speakers 
 Record arm transport bar 
 beta: Record arm Master Bus 
 Alpha - initiate Master Bus recording to start performance 
Start piece at 80bpm 
 Simple kick to begin with 
 Establish roles 
  Matt Bass 
   Ehsan keys 
    both lead 
 Start slow 
  Let motif / idea run for 8 bars 
  No 9minimum) FX dials for first 5-10 minutes 
  Song section & perc activation with STOP buttons to prune sections out 
  Minimal recording  
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Appendix G – Complete MIDI Mapping DAW Pathway 

Alpha/Beta Synths on and off: MIDI Channel 10 
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Alpha/Beta Effects Dials Allocation: MIDI Channel 11 
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Alpha/Beta Master Effects Allocation: MIDI Channel 12 
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Alpha/Beta Duplex MIDI Channel Allocation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Channels:						16	ALPHA		&			15	beta Channels:				14	ALPHA				13	beta

Midi	# Midi	note Song Action Section Midi	# Midi	note Song Action Section

1 C-2 SONG	1 play Intro 1 C-2 SONG	1 KICK soft
2 C#-2 SONG	1	 play	(temp) A 2 C#-2 SONG	1	 KICK light
3 D-2 SONG	1 play B 3 D-2 SONG	1 KICK medium
4 D#-2 SONG	1 play Vari 4 D#-2 SONG	1 KICK heavy
5 E-2 SONG	2 play Intro 5 E-2 SONG	2 KICK soft	
6 F-2 SONG	2 play	(temp) A 6 F-2 SONG	2 KICK light
7 F#-2 SONG	2 play B 7 F#-2 SONG	2 KICK medium
8 G-2 SONG	2 play Vari 8 G-2 SONG	2 KICK heavy
9 G#-2 SONG	3 play Intro 9 G#-2 SONG	3 KICK soft	
10 A-2 SONG	3 play	(temp) A 10 A-2 SONG	3 KICK light
11 A#-2 SONG	3 play B 11 A#-2 SONG	3 KICK medium
12 B-2 SONG	3 play Vari 12 B-2 SONG	3 KICK heavy
13 C-1 SONG	4 play Intro 13 C-1 SONG	4 KICK soft	
14 C#-1 SONG	4 play	(temp) A 14 C#-1 SONG	4 KICK light
15 D-1 SONG	4 play B 15 D-1 SONG	4 KICK medium
16 D#-1 SONG	4 play Vari 16 D#-1 SONG	4 KICK heavy
17 E-1 SONG	5 play Intro 17 E-1 SONG	5 KICK soft	
18 F-1 SONG	5 play	(temp) A 18 F-1 SONG	5 KICK light
19 F#-1 SONG	5 play B 19 F#-1 SONG	5 KICK medium
20 G-1 SONG	5 play Vari 20 G-1 SONG	5 KICK heavy
21 G#-1 SONG	6 play Intro 21 G#-1 SONG	6 KICK soft	
22 A-1 SONG	6 play	(temp) A 22 A-1 SONG	6 KICK light
23 A#-1 SONG	6 play B 23 A#-1 SONG	6 KICK medium
24 B-1 SONG	6 play Vari 24 B-1 SONG	6 KICK heavy
25 C0 SONG	7 play Intro 25 C0 SONG	7 KICK soft	
26 C#0 SONG	7 play	(temp) A 26 C#0 SONG	7 KICK light
27 D0 SONG	7 play B 27 D0 SONG	7 KICK medium
28 D#0 SONG	7 play Vari 28 D#0 SONG	7 KICK heavy
29 E0 SONG	8 play Intro 29 E0 SONG	8 KICK soft	
30 F0 SONG	8 play	(temp) A 30 F0 SONG	8 KICK light
31 F#0 SONG	8 play B 31 F#0 SONG	8 KICK medium
32 G0 SONG	8 play Vari 32 G0 SONG	8 KICK heavy

33 G#0 BASS	Rec STOP all	 33 G#0 SONG	1 BEAT soft
34 A0 HARM	Rec STOP all	 34 A0 SONG	1	 BEAT light
35 A#0 MEL	Rec STOP all	 35 A#0 SONG	1 BEAT medium
36 B0 36 B0 SONG	1 BEAT heavy
37 C1 37 C1 SONG	2 BEAT soft	
38 C#1 38 C#1 SONG	2 BEAT light
39 D1 39 D1 SONG	2 BEAT medium
40 D#1 40 D#1 SONG	2 BEAT heavy
41 E1 41 E1 SONG	3 BEAT soft	
42 F1 42 F1 SONG	3 BEAT light
43 F#1 43 F#1 SONG	3 BEAT medium
44 G1 44 G1 SONG	3 BEAT heavy
45 G#1 45 G#1 SONG	4 BEAT soft	
46 A1 46 A1 SONG	4 BEAT light
47 A#1 47 A#1 SONG	4 BEAT medium
48 B1 48 B1 SONG	4 BEAT heavy
49 C2 49 C2 SONG	5 BEAT soft	
50 C#2 50 C#2 SONG	5 BEAT light
51 D2 51 D2 SONG	5 BEAT medium
52 D#2 52 D#2 SONG	5 BEAT heavy
53 E2 53 E2 SONG	6 BEAT soft	
54 F2 54 F2 SONG	6 BEAT light
55 F#2 55 F#2 SONG	6 BEAT medium
56 G2 56 G2 SONG	6 BEAT heavy
57 G#2 57 G#2 SONG	7 BEAT soft	
58 A2 58 A2 SONG	7 BEAT light
59 A#2 59 A#2 SONG	7 BEAT medium
60 B2 60 B2 SONG	7 BEAT heavy
61 C3 61 C3 SONG	8 BEAT soft	
62 C#3 62 C#3 SONG	8 BEAT light
63 D3 63 D3 SONG	8 BEAT medium
64 D#3 64 D#3 SONG	8 BEAT heavy

65 E3 65 E3 SONG	1 PERC soft
66 F3 66 F3 SONG	1	 PERC light
67 F#3 67 F#3 SONG	1 PERC medium
68 G3 68 G3 SONG	1 PERC heavy
69 G#3 69 G#3 SONG	2 PERC soft	
70 A3 70 A3 SONG	2 PERC light
71 A#3 71 A#3 SONG	2 PERC medium
72 B3 72 B3 SONG	2 PERC heavy
73 C4 73 C4 SONG	3 PERC soft	
74 C#4 74 C#4 SONG	3 PERC light
75 D4 75 D4 SONG	3 PERC medium
76 D#4 76 D#4 SONG	3 PERC heavy
77 E4 77 E4 SONG	4 PERC soft	
78 F4 78 F4 SONG	4 PERC light
79 F#4 79 F#4 SONG	4 PERC medium
80 G4 80 G4 SONG	4 PERC heavy
81 G#4 81 G#4 SONG	5 PERC soft	
82 A4 82 A4 SONG	5 PERC light
83 A#4 83 A#4 SONG	5 PERC medium
84 B4 84 B4 SONG	5 PERC heavy
85 C5 85 C5 SONG	6 PERC soft	
86 C#5 86 C#5 SONG	6 PERC light
87 D5 87 D5 SONG	6 PERC medium
88 D#5 88 D#5 SONG	6 PERC heavy
89 E5 89 E5 SONG	7 PERC soft	
90 F5 90 F5 SONG	7 PERC light
91 F#5 91 F#5 SONG	7 PERC medium
92 G5 92 G5 SONG	7 PERC heavy
93 G#5 93 G#5 SONG	8 PERC soft	
94 A5 94 A5 SONG	8 PERC light
95 A#5 95 A#5 SONG	8 PERC medium
96 B5 96 B5 SONG	8 PERC heavy

97 C6 97 C6 SONG	1 FILL soft
98 C#6 98 C#6 SONG	1	 FILL light
99 D6 99 D6 SONG	1 FILL medium
100 D#6 100 D#6 SONG	1 FILL heavy
101 E6 101 E6 SONG	2 FILL soft	
102 F6 102 F6 SONG	2 FILL light
103 F#6 103 F#6 SONG	2 FILL medium
104 G6 104 G6 SONG	2 FILL heavy
105 G#	6 105 G#	6 SONG	3 FILL soft	
106 A6 106 A6 SONG	3 FILL light
107 A#6 107 A#6 SONG	3 FILL medium
108 B6 108 B6 SONG	3 FILL heavy
109 C7 109 C7 SONG	4 FILL soft	
110 C#7 110 C#7 SONG	4 FILL light
111 D7 111 D7 SONG	4 FILL medium
112 D#7 112 D#7 SONG	4 FILL heavy
113 E7 113 E7 SONG	5 FILL soft	
114 F7 114 F7 SONG	5 FILL light
115 F#7 115 F#7 SONG	5 FILL medium
116 G7 116 G7 SONG	5 FILL heavy
117 G#7 117 G#7 SONG	6 FILL soft	
118 A7 118 A7 SONG	6 FILL light
119 A#7 119 A#7 SONG	6 FILL medium
120 B7 120 B7 SONG	6 FILL heavy
121 C8 121 C8 SONG	7 FILL soft	
122 C#8 122 C#8 SONG	7 FILL light
123 D8 123 D8 SONG	7 FILL medium
124 D#8 124 D#8 SONG	7 FILL heavy
125 E8 125 E8 SONG	8 FILL soft	
126 F8 126 F8 SONG	8 FILL light
127 F#8 127 F#8 SONG	8 FILL medium
128 G8 128 G8 SONG	8 FILL heavy
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Appendix H – Beta Tempo Divergence Tally & Alpha Latency 

 

Performance 1 (Mel-Mel) – Tempo Divergence (LHS), Alpha Latency (RHS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance 2 (Per-Mel) – Tempo Divergence (LHS), Alpha Latency (RHS) 
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Appendix I – Performance 1 Activity Metrics 
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Appendix J – Performance 2 Activity Metrics 
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